LOCAL affairs

Liberty National Bank
Successor to the

NEW

Burrlll National Bank

C. B. Clark.
J. A. Haynes.
M. L. Adams.

OF ELLSWORTH
Consult Us

Legal Notices.
S. G. Scammon.
C. E. Alexander.
L. E. Treadwell.
Hancock House.
O. W. Tap ley Co.

Freely

The
directors of this bank are
always at your disposal on all financial matters. Your affairs will be field strictly confidential and our experience and advice may prove helpful.
officers and

Hardwood factory.
Moore’s

OFFICERS
A. K.
F. J.

Orlando W, Foae. Pres.,
Edw. F. Small, Cashier,

Farnsworth. Vice Pres.,
Dunleavy, Assistant Cashier,
Cha». K. Foster
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins
Harvard

C.

SCHEDULED OF MAILS.
Ellsworth Boat office.

Jordan

Henry W. Sargent

MAILS RECEIVED
From West—6.47 a. m.; 4.31 p. m.
From East-—11.11 a. m.; 6.27 p. m
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.; 6.00 p. m.
Going East—6.16 a. m.; 4.00 p. m.

What Did We Tell You?

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

were going to break the
back of winter by talking autos. Did you hear it
break?
And others are talking auto now. Some
Intending buyers are going to get left on quick
delivery unless they
get busy now. Come in and see us. We have the

delivery. Also agents

1

for

Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday
Mar. 30, 1040.
From observations
taken at the powei
station of the Har Harbor
Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
in
inches for the twenty-four hours
given

Chevrolet

are

cars.

SILVY & LINNEHAN, Inc.
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Telcpnone 123

Agent for I'irtorlat Kcvlew
I’ntierni and Publication*.

Service

Children’s Straw Hats
ono

of fho largest linos of Children's

Hats for CAstor that

havo

wo

shown.

over

Straw

Pricod at

■IIH, SI.2.1, 81.80, SI.50, 81.OH, 82.25, 82.OH, 83.25 and
83.08.
Also Kompcrs ;n wliit** and

oolors; plain,

loos** log

anil Dutch out stylos at 81.25, 81.80, 81.50, 81.00, SI.OH,
82.25 and 82.50

Gloves,

Neckwear,

Shirt

Waists

and

I'nder

M isl.'ns for Easter
Sand Uft your mail orders, we
All them promptly nn<l care-

Value

fully
that

and

pay

amount to

M. L. ADAMS,

Growth

pontage on a'l
Wl.OO or over.

95 MAIN ST

HAYNES 1ATFST specials
-SE3h

and

Cnnyl, agvln9-

11KBE, CAN ..
Tall cans and a perfect substitute for milk
UKE MKAND
TOMATOES, CAN.17c
This is special price, and will last for one week only

SMWFBdTjjfa, ..I.
Extra large and

BEE BRAND PEAS, 2 CANS
High quality goods
I

IMAX

..35c

heavy

-.25c

■

under our lowest competitor

COPPER E'oCND.
It’s just

OANNBb

as

good

Mon
Tues

.42c

HYZON BAKING POWDER, 1 POUND
It is the best.
It will be higher.

88c
It will keep

going to raise a calf we have got just what you want
RYDE8* CALF MEAL, 25 POUNDS.S1®0
are

money if you pay cash; you save more if you trade with
this CASH STORE

r

J'.A- HAYNES

,CosK

Carry'*

Barred Plymouth Rock
for hatching
$1.00 FOR 15 EGGS
Dorothy a. s ack ford,
Ellsworth Falls, Maine

Eggs

43-

36-

43-

41

—

clear
fair

clear
rain
fair

rain,fair

1.10

.07

Harriet C. Davis bess to anto the people of Hancock county that she is at their service to shop
for any goods not procurable in their
Mrs.

nounce

locality.

—Wednesday evening at the Methodist church; Thursday evening at the
Baptist church; Friday evening at
the
Congregational church. Each
pastor will conduct the service at his
church.
Services at 7.30.
All
are invited.
The Hancock county conference in
connection
with
the
inter-church
world movement will be held in the
church
Baptist
Friday, April 9.
Ministers and delegates from the several churches of the county are expected. A group of leaders will be
here to present the work in its different phases.
The
public is invited.
The Woman’s club will meet Tuesday afternoon. April 6, at the home
of Mrs. H. M. Hall.
The program is
in charge of the civics committee,
and Dr. H. D. Worth, State officer on
public health and sanitation, will be
the speaker.
There will be a special
meeting of the club Wednesday evening, April 7, at 8 o’clock at the
home of Miss M. A. Clark to hear
Miss Clark’s report of the Federation
meeting at Orono and to take up
special business.
Anna F., widow of Robert Falls,
died last Friday at the home of her
son Arthur, on the Surry road, at the
age of seventy-two years. She was a
woman of quiet tastes, devoted to her
home, but esteemed by her many
friends in the community. She leaves
one
son, Arthur, and a daughter,
Mrs. James Dorgan.
The funeral
was held at the home Sunday afternoon. Rev. R. I). Mathews officiating.
On Sunday, a little granddaughter of
Mrs. Falls, Frances E., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Falls, died in
the same home, at the age of nine
months.
The funeral was held yesterday afternoon. Rev. R. B. Mathews
officiating. The sympathy of all goes
out to the family.
At the republican State convention in Bangor last Thursday, Dr. A.
C. Hagerthy of Ellsworth was honored by election as one of the presidential electors from Maine.
T. F.
Mahoney of Ellsworth was chosen
State committeeman from Hancock
The
district and
county.
county
committees chosen by the Hancock
county delegation were as follows:
Deer
Beck,
District—George L.
Isle; C. E. Marceyes, Bar Harbor;
Y.
M.
McGown, Ellsworth.
County
committee—R. E. Mason, Ellsworth;
George A. Savage, Northeast Harbor;
A. B. Holt, Gouldsboro; Fred A. TorRoscoe A. Eddy.
rey, Stonington;
Bar Harbor F. B. Snow, Bluehill;
R.
Fred
Page, Bucksport; C. Roy
own

WANTED
Hancock
one or

House

two good

WAITRESSES
Can make

good, big wages.
Apply by mail ox* at
hotel office.

Girls Wanted

References.

Address: Hotel Brunswick, Boston.

ELLSWORTH

Hardwood Factory
For

Polishing

Work

APPLY AT FACTORY

at

a

hospital.

we

have

possible.

We are

fully equipped for handling all kinds of
banking and cordially invite all parties interested to call and inspect our quarters and facilities for conducting our business.
The ladies are invited to make use of our Ladies’
Room which is for their convenience.

CaPltal..
Surplus

anil

profits.#150,000

Union IhusT Company
q/’Ellsworth, Maine

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easyj but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock
County Savings Hank.
a

Hancock

County Savings Bank

Ellsworth,

NflW
nUW

Maine

t*me t0

*S

Protect' yourself

Liability Policy.

talk with

me

O.

W.

Tapley

April 9—Hancock county confer-

interchurch world movement,
at Baptist church, Ellsworth.
Monday evening, April 12, at Hancock hall—Free lecture by Charles
of
Knights
Chapman,
“Sandy”
Columbus wmr worker.
Friday, April 30, at ancock hall
—May breakfast by Thursday club.

Automobile

an

until

ear

you

Company

APoll°

Page & Shaw

Just Received in Last Seven
Page & Shaw
Orange Cuts, Assorted Nuts,

Days

Assorted Peach Blossoms and Butter-

cups in jars, 35 cents.

Huylers
Fresh

Every

Hour Mixture

in

cans,

35 cents.

Glycerine

Tablets, 10 cents.

Apollo
200 pounds of Apollo Chocolates in bulk, retail 90 cents
per
pound. Two pound packages with cover done in water color

design.
IV1 oore's
Corner

Opposite

Pharmacy
Postoffice,

Ellsworth

Huylers

Liggetts

CEDAR WANTED
We are in the market for Cedar for railroad ties,
and posts. Will buy in the round, or hewn two
sides. If you have any cedar, it will pay you to see
us now.
We are paying top market price.

MOOR & FOSTER
Office Manning

Block

J.

A.
119

Ellsworth,

Maine

THOMPSON
MAIN STREET

F"ir©, IVlerin© and Automobile Insurance.
The

Representing
Equitable F"ir© and Marine Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, COiVN.

C. O.

BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the leadiug companies of this and foreign countries
U1VLNG YOUR
E\E8 A
FAIR CHANCE t
have come to me wearing a
cheap spherical glass when they should
nave had compound
lenses
cylinder
months agoEyes corrected as they
should be may
st you more to-day,
but'will save dollars In the future, and
perhaps your eyesight.

AKK

lot

Several

Edward H. Baker

COMING EVENTS.

ence,

with

Don’t start the

about it.

Capt.

Smith brings details of the loss of
schooner
Lejok,
his vessel, the
though he has another captain in her
The Lejok sailed
for some years.
from Jacksonville, Fla., February 28,
Capt
with lumber for Porto Rico.
Smith was abroad of her just before
300
some
On
Monday,
she sailed.
1 miles of the coast, she sprang aleak.
With decks awash, but with the lumber cargo keeping her afloat, the captain had succeeded in working her
back 100 miles toward the coast,
■when the vessel rolled over on her
side, and the crew was compelled to
leave her.
They were picked up
after forty hours in the boat, and
The Lejok
landed at Key West.
was owned principally in Ellsworth.
Whitcomb. Haynes & Whitney were
the principal owners, Capt Smith
and Capt. 0. W. Foss also having
large interests.» There was no insurance on the vessel.

-AT-

SHOPPING

own

evening.
In keeping with Holy week, the

,

Ellsworth

Grocer,

FOR SALE

Pure-Bred

373725-

Easter services will be held in the
Methodist church on Sunday.
At
the morning service there will be
baptism, reception of members, followed by holy communion.
The
Easter concert will be held in the

churches will unite in three services

clouiy-rain cloudy
cloudy

J

at

MASCOT LAUNDRY SOAP, BAR .....5e
The only one we know of that is sold for this price

ond

49—

afternoon
clear
fair

Located as we are on postoffice
sqpare,
the most central and convenient location

sore.

Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs.
James Bowden of Hallowell sympathise with them in the death last
Wednesday of their infant daughter, Mary Ellen, aged two days.
Edmond H. Jordan, formerly of
Waltham, and a brother of Mrs. Herbert Phillips of Ellsworth, fell dead
of heart disease Thursday in Bangor. where he lived.
He was fortyfour years of age.
Mrs. Arthur Grant, formerly of
Ellsworth, died last Wednesday at
her home in
Bar Harbor, aged
seventy years, after a long illness.
She leaves one soft-, Frank H. Grant,
of Bar Harbor.
Wivurna encampment will entertain Mt. Desert encampment of Bar
Harbor Monday evening, April 12.
Work in Golden Rule degree by visiting patriarchs.
Banquet at 6.30.
Grand officers will be present.
The basket-ball season closed in
Ellsworth last Friday evening with a
fast and exciting game between the
Bangor A. C. and Ellsworth A. A.
teams, the visitors winning by a
score of 28-26.
Ellsworth people are looking forward to the war lecture to be given
at
Hancock hall Monday evening,
April 12, by Charles “Sandy” Chapman, who as president of the overseas war workers of the Knights of
Columbus, saw longand active service with the boys in France.
The
lecture will be given under the auspices of Philip H. Sheridan council,
Knights of Columbus, and no admission fee will be charged.
The annual entertainment and ball
qI Senator Hale hose company will
be given at ijancock hall next MonThe play, “The Little I
day evening.
Clodhopper,” will be presented under Tapiey', BrookgVi!lPi S. 6. “bammed.
the direction of Fred E. Cooke.
Frankln.
Those in the cast are Morton WhitCapt Charles L. Smith, who has
comb, James Coughlin, George Chris,
tie, Hazel Giles, Doris ColpiUs^ deal! spent the winter in Florida, ai'rived
Mrs. Smith, who acSanborn, Gertrude Dorgdd, gylvja home Friday.
Grin dal, Ella May J&Mlston, Albert companied him South, remained in
Davis, Herbert Lord, kalph Thomp- Brockton, Mass., with her sister, Mrs.
son, Kenneth Rich and LumanWood- Bessie Bond, who has just returned
to her home after a very critical
ruff.

57c

APPLES, GALLON CAN..

DIET EASE GLUTEN FLOUR, 5 POUND BAG .!gl.20
If you have use for this kind, buy it from us because ours is new

,

45—
44—

itation

A Convenient Bank

The Rowe buildings on South
street, owned by Charles Pierson, are
being torn down for the lumber in
them. These buildings, partially destroyed by fire, have long been an eye-

operation

GALLON CAN ...
The first we have had for several weeks

save

forenoon
clear
clear

m

Precip-

as ever

VttllTE KARO,

You

12

Weather
couditiono

The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. J. T. Giles.
Mrs. E. E. Springer is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. George Porter Paine,
in Cambridge, Mass.
Joseph Salisbury has purchased
the Charlotte A. Clement house on
Laurel street and will move there the
first of May.

Now is the time to use this kind of fruit

If you

midnight, j

Harry S- Parker has accepted a
position as travelling salesman for
the Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
with Hancock and Washington counties as his territory.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THIS STORE

Quality

4am

Sat

among our good

bargains in second-hand

at

Temperature
Wed
Thurs
Kri

Dodge and Cadillac
a

ELLSWORTH.

For

Dort, Chalmers and Overland
Several Ford* and

IN

we

ending

for immediate

hour before mail closes.

an

WEATHER

We told you last week

•Vow

pharmacy.

Dorothy Shackford.
Classified Advertisements.

DIRECTORS

Charles R. Burrill
A. B Crabtree
A. E. Farnsworth
Orlando W. Foss

Wo havo

ADVERTISEMENTS,

The regular meeting of Irene chapter. O E. S.. Friday evening, will be
followed by a basket lunch.
Miss Doris Heath returned to Castine normal school Monday, after ten
days’ vacation.
There will be a cooked food sale
at the Methodist parsonage next Saturday afternoon.
Nokomis Rebekah lodge will observe
children’s
night to-morrow
evening. All children of Rebekahs
are invited.
At the Baptist church on Easter
Sunday there will be special music by
the young people’s choir at both
morning and evening services.
Harrison Merritt and L. C. Clarke,
of Ernst & Ernst, auditors, of Boston,
began the work yesterday of auditing
the city’s books, as voted by the
board of aldermen.
There will be special Easter music
by the vested choir at the Congregational church at the Sunday morning
service.
In the evening there will be
an
Easter concert by the Sunday
school.

Graduate Optometrist and Registered Eye Specialist

FOR SALE!
IVlilch

Oow

Will freshen May 1.

May be seen
Washington Junction.
F. G. SCAMMON,

R. F. n. 4, Ellsworth

at

The

Ellsworth American
$1.50

per year

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Sunset.
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Tripp,
Edited by “Aunt Madge.”
who died in Rockport March 17, at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Let- MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.
tie Fogg, was held Thursday afterThe purposes of this column are
noon.
Mrs. Tripp was eighty-seven
succinctly stated In the title and motto
years old, and a native of Sunset. —it
is for the mutual benefit, and aims
She
leaves
two
Mrs. to be helpful and hopeful. Being: for
daughters.
the
common
Emma
and
a
and
Mrs.
good it is for the common
Wing,
Fogg
use—-a public servant, a purveyor of
son. William Tripp of Rockland.
information and suggestions, a medium
Mrs. William Small and son Ray- for the interchange of ideas, in this cait solicits communications, and
mond. who have been seriously ill of
ts success depends largely on the supinfluenza, are improving.
port given it in this respect. Comare
their
weirmen
The
rebuilding
munications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be printed exweirs, carried away by ice.
Communications
cept by permission.
Miss Louise Johnson of Lynn. will
be subject to approval or rejection
Mass.,is with her sister, Mrs. George by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Fifleld.
Address all communications to The
Richard Knowlton is at home from American, Ellsworth, Me.
Boston, where he has spent the winter.
Mrs. Knowlton has gone to
Ring. happy bells of Easter-time!
Philadelphia with relatives.
Angus Ann is is at home from The world is glad to hear your chime;
wide fields of melting snow
Across
Rockland, where he is employed.
Lewis Sylvester is at home from The winds of summer softly blow.
the
And
birds and
streams
repeat
Vinalhaven.
chime
March 26.
“Sadie.”

109
years

:

faeity

-o-■—

Ring,

Subscribe for
The Ellsworth American

The

is the proud record of sue
that belongs only to

cess

A doctor's famous prescription
internal
and external use —for Conn-ha, Go Ida, Bore
Throat, Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsllttia.
A
Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc.
safe, sure and satisfying anodyne that
soothes, heals, and stops pain.
—

heard mother quote the first four lines
so many times.
She remembered only
that much and learned it from hearing
her older sisters read it from their
school books.
I was interested in the "Authors''
contest.
1 wrote down the answers to
eight and when the answers came 1
had seven of them correct.
1 did not
try the next list hut did know some of
them.
Well, aunty, this is not mich of a
letter but you see there isn’t much to
write about except the weather and
everybody has had enough of that for
awhile.
Am glad to say we are all
well and as a town
we
have been
greatly blessed through the month
with good health while so many other
towns are having illness and death.
‘•Jasmine.”

sublime;
■

We breathe the air of that blest clime
At Easter-time.
—Selected.

is at the bottom of most
digestive ills.

{

afford
ing and prompt relief from
the distress of acid-dyspepsia.

j

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION

)

C. first for a little while.
We have just received the mail, the
first we have had since last Wednesday, and I am sure it is the first time
we
had a
ever
Sunday mail. Have
been reading of other people's troubles ;
and find that our inconveniences are i
small indeed to what some are endur- !

indigestion

i for

ing.
The little poem

tainly most
good to see

Write your folks
to
[T"
I

on

hand yourself

At PORTLAND

28-July

a

team

go

by yesterday. \

man with the hoe” is quite forgotten, but the man with the shovel Is
the much-sort-after man in all New
England. Doubt if I ever see another
February with five Sundays in it and if
it should be like this one I don’t want
to.
Think February of 1920 will go
down in history as being a long, hard
month.
A few hours more and it will
be a thing of the past, and by the time
this is read we will be well started
into March "for better or for worse."
We have already nearly forgotten that
February 1 was the coldest day on
record
being 25 degrees below zero

CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION

June

‘'/Troubles" is cerappropriate. It seemed

open.
’’The

STATE of MAINE

5

Send their names and addresses,
and yours, for circulars, etc., of
this, Maine's greatest
event.
Write today

State of Maine Centennial
Publicity Dept., City Hall

What

a
good> month it has been for
We have had more than we
read and how I have wished 1
slip some of it over to those who
are weary
of the shut-in-ness.
We
have
added
the "Tarzan"
recently
books to our library and they can not
be read fast enough to supply the deIt is certainly diverting in the
mand.
midst of a blizzard to enter the jungle
with Tarzan. the ape-man. and
slay
Numa the lion, or Sheeta the panther.
I do nut say they are worth-while
books but they are certainly interesting and different." Imagine a babe
about a year old bereft of both parents
and brought up by the apes, and you
have
the
of
some
starting
point
thrilling adventures.
Have recently read two good stories
of the Civil war ‘The Crisis" and the
"Littlest Rebel;” also "Recreation of
Brian Kent." by Harold Bell Wright.
Was interested
in the "Valentine"
written by Helen, and glad
to
read
"The Fox and the Hen," for I have

reading.

Portland, Maine

could
could

After you eat—always take

>0R YOUFSTOMACH'S"SAKE)
Instantly relieves Heartburn. Bloated Gassy
Feeling. Stops indigestion. food touring. re-

peating. and all the many miseries

caused

by

Acid-Stomach

EATONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thouwonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund
money.
Call and get a big box today. You will see.
sands

K.

G. MOOKK, 53 MAIN
Ellsworth, Maine

ST.

Your letters are always welcome.
Jasmine, and always enjoyed, although this one has been “kept in
stock” longer than usual.

on

the first since the crust came, more
than three weeks ago.
The few ablebodied men in our part of the town
have kept only the most needed roads

come

Be sure to be

<

Sunday. Feb. 29. 1920
Dear Aunt Madge:
There are several things I want to
do just now. but think I'll put the M. B.

KMtoiDS
pleas-

JOHNSON’S
Tmxlyne LINIMENT

\

Of Easter-time.
happy bells of Easter-time!
world
takes
chant
up
your

‘’The Lord is risen!” The night of fear
Has passed away, and heaven draws

found In a scrap book of a member of
the family recently and It contains so
much .helpful philosophy that I will
pass It along: to the rest of the sisters.
Our family had the usual number of
books at Christmas time. Our own. together with exchange with our neighbors
has
made
an
interesting and
varied amount of reading.
Some of
the most worth while in Action is Arst
“A Man for
the
Ages." by Irving
Bach Slier, in which he makes the great

go

right to

fields

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
I am rather late in responding: to S.
J. Y.'s request for Aunt ZUla's recipe
for her famed molasses doughnuts but
perhaps "better late than never," and I
will also say for S. J. Y.’s benefit that
her suggestion for the next M. B. reunion is o good one and after our huge
snowdrifts have disappeared
I
will
take the matter up with the people
mentioned. Aunt Zida and her John are
the same dear people and celebrated
their fiftieth wedding anniversary Jan.
1 of this year.
"Baby Susie" is now a
grandmother, and to "Aunt Mary’s
John" I will say. Aunt Susan forgives
him and the verses were all right,
to
1
The
enclosed
"What
Bearn"

_

.I

So,d by d™***»t»
the world. In

throughout
boie^lOc.,2,v.

iiii ■ ■■■M

j

refreshments of ice-cream and cake
were served.
Mrs. Hastings was
the recipient of several dainty gifts.
S. S. Scammon was a visitor at
Bangor last week as a delegate to
the State convention.
During the Easter recess of the
Belfast high school. Miss Muriel DeBeck is visiting her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. DeBeck.
Miss Eirenu will aciI company friends to Bost< n for the
! week.
Mrs. Evelyn Marston, accompanied
Ii
by her nephew. Maynard Hodgkins,
;j
came from Portland Saturday to
her parents.
Mr. and
Mrs.
i: visit
I Charles Coombs.
j Irvin Salisbury has moved into the
j
Harry Goodwin rent.
Charles Shuman has returned to
his work at Brewer after several
i weeks at home.
Mrs. Floyd Scammon and children
of Washington Junction are visiting
at the
home of Mrs, Scammon's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claud Clark.
Mr. Clark is at home
from East
Machias where he has been cooking
this winter.
John Coombs, who has employment at Sorrento spent the week-end
here.
The community was shocked to
learn of the death of George W.
Butler after an illness of less than
two
weeks.
Mr.
Butler was for
many years a highly-respected citizen of this place,
having charge of
Scammon's mill for a long time.
Fifteen heavy draft horses, an unusual sight in
recent
years, went
through here Sunday night for the
Orono Pulp & Paper Co., coming
from Jacksonville where they have
been hauling pulpwootj.
Congratulations are extended Mr. j
and Mrs. John Dane on the birth
Monday of a son at the home of Mrs.
Dane's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. I
Smith.
Capt. Thomassen arrived Monday
morning from Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith of Lamoine were Sunday guests here.
Ronald Bradbury is on the sick
list.
March 29.
"Echo.”

jjr..

wallan Islands, back to
San Francisco and home by rail.
F’tank L. Barlow of Noank Conn
was

re‘cent

K»est

at

Kenjockety

farm
Mrs. Sherman Higgins and
daughter Natalie are
spending Miss
lie’s Easier vacation with her
mother. Mrs. Velma Haynes.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Moore
and

.\at!

Kran!

granddaughter.

Virginia

(

into

Dedham.
Alton
Houston. »
daughter I.aura. spent the
with her father, J F Cowing
A daughter was born to
Mrs. Shirley Young March
Mrs. C. C. Grindle of Hot
tied in town lust week.
Mrs. Ella Gray has renm,
school after several week
,.f
tion because of illness In liei :
March
Mrs.

22._

time, tell your Grocer—William Tell
and get the very best.

WHITNEY

7,

never more

save sugar.

3519

dealer sells and Tecommendi
Oolong and India
1 and K Orange Pekoe Ceylon
The "MAINE” TEAS

: our

"I and K Formosa

Thutston

Kingsbury

Banfot,

Ox

Main®

U$4 T and K Cofft
Use T and K Extracts

If You Like The
Taste Of Coffee
You'll 1LY&

INSTANT
POSTUM
ag'rees.
flavor is similar
|cThe
hurt Postiizn does not

-o-

West Sedgwick.
Olive Gray, Evelyn Staples and
Dorothy Gray have resumed their
studies at Bluehill academy after a
vacation of one week.
Martin Peaslee has been appointed
road commissioner for this part of
the town.
Preston Gray has sold his oxen to
Bar Harbor parties.
Irving Candage has a crew sawing
staves at his mill.
Mrs. Eliza Cousins of Rockland Is
with Miss Maria Thompson.
Frank Benson and Fred Saunders
are employed
at Irving Candage's
mill.
March 22.
X.

to

than 7 minutes-Served at once, yci
will be privileged to enjoy a tea delicacy, the flavor of which is so go d,
you will enjoy it without sugar
and

you/11 like it better
if you are one of those
with whom coffee dis-

Resolved. That
our
charter
be
draped for thirty days, a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the family, and
a copy
to The American
for
publication..

TELL.

Steeped properly, 5

contain, caffeine
other

j

drug.

her

,sn(j

1

and

further

ollins

have returned from Belfast
Dewey Whittaker. Earle Murphy
George Conar.v and Everett Smith
have gone to Ellsworth to a uk in
Sawyer’s lath mill.
March 22.
x X

The Restful Tea
SAVES SUGAR

j

Resolved, That we extend to his family our sincere sympathy; and be it

&

^

North Sedgwick.
B J Henricson has moved to South
Bluehtll and Lawrence Grlndle to
East Bluehill.
Miss Florence Allen is home from
New York for the Easter holidays.
The Knights of Pythias had an
! grammar
school
room
once
more.
open room after lodge Thursday eveThere are about 1100 hooks and the
ning, and entertained quite a num|
reading table shows many of the lead- her with dancing, games and re;
ing current magazines.
| freshments.
While we are snowed in and covered
School began Monday, hut as some
in sleet, with below zero weather, my
of
the
children
have
whooping
brother writes
from Fort
Bliss.
El
cough, the attendance will he smaller
1 'Mo, Texas, of sunny skies.
The chilthan usual.
dren play out doors without wraps.and
Friends of Malcom Allen are conspend their time picking wild flowers ! gratulating him on his marriage to
and chasing butterflies; and gala days
Miss Hazel Nevells of Boston.. Both
entertaining Gen. Pershing, the con- are well and favorably known here.
tract only emphasizing the size of out
Mrs.
Mattie
Eaton
and
Annie
United States of America.
Lout of North Brooklln visited their
Cordially yours.
brother. Charles Choate,
for the
Aunt Susan-by-the-Sea.
week-end.
March 1. 1S20.
March 22.
X.
thanks
for your interesting
Many
letter and for the recipe for Aunt
Oak Point.
Zida's
1
would
doughnuts.
not
Harry C Alley returned last week
blame that good aunt if she had from his voyage as steward on the
taken a patent-right on those dough- Jemima III.
He passed through the
in which case we might not Panama canal, thence to the Haj nuts,
have the recipe.
I shall use it the
next time I can get brown sugar.
j
Aunt Zidie's ’Lasses Doughnuts—
j One
molasses.
brown
cup
jI sugar.cup
1 cup buttermilk. 1 teaspooni ful soda, 2 dessertspoons butter. 2
eggs; cinnamon and ginger and flour
! to roll stiff.
AUNT MADGE.

MEMORIAL. RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas God. In His infinite wisdom,
has again entered our grange and removed
our
brother, Walter Butler,
therefore be it.

TELL mill is
of the richest
in
the
country

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

to preserve

they

j

Franklin.

to

the fields themselves
and pick just what we want—the
very best of the season's crop.
And you see the result in a bigger
loaf and a more dolicious flavor
when you bake with
WILLIAM

Next

beauty and maintain health, because
influence liver, kidneys, skin and stomach to
functionate in harmony and efficiently.

help

Hastings Tuesday evening. March 23.
in honor of her birthday.
Delicious

WILLIAM
the heart

wheat-growing
world.
We go

the

B^cHAirs Pills

j

FLOUR
we

of
humor
power,
and distinction.
Another
good
"The
Harbor
story.
Hoad.” by Sara Ware Bassett, in an appealing story and the tang of salt air
breathes through
its
I
will
pages.
speak of others later.
In non Action I
find "Theodore Hoosevelt’s Letters to
His Children” most interesting.
It is
| a delight to grown-ups. as well as a
classic
for children.
In
the letters
I from time to time occur passages of
great descriptive color and beauty.
I
will leave others to speak of in my
j
I next letter.
Social
activities
have been
at
a
standstill—bad weather and impassable roads have made community gatherings impossible.
Our library is again ready for circulation. after being packed away for
about three years, owing to no suitable room available.
It is now in the

J

William Tell
get it.
The big
right in

but a beautiful skin is possible only when the liver
and kidneys are active, and the bowels functionate
properly. The secret of beauty as well as of health
is to maintain perfect digestion and elimination.

American. Lincoln, a gentle and compelling force in the narrative—a book

Answers to‘test questions:
1
The first-born son of Adam and
Eve; killed bis brother. 2 Noah. 3
At
Belshazzars
4
5
Feast.
Daniel.
! David. 6 Exodus, chapter 20, verses 2
to 17.
actor; Esther was queen of the Jews;
Jezabel a woman in the old testament
noted
for
her
forpride, 8 The
runner of Christ.
0
Jewish feast
celebrated the time when the Angel of
I Death smote the first born of the
Egyptians and passed over the first
born
of
the Jews.
10
11
Solomon.
The
the
Virgin
Mary. .12 Pilate
West Franklin.
Roman governor of Judea at the time j
Mrs. Irving Rollins and daughof the crucifixion; Elijah was an old j
ter
Winifred
went Thursday to West
the
Abraham.
prophet.
| testament
i father of the Isrealites. 13 See the Gouldsboro where Xlr. Rollins is runa mill for Mr. Wood.
book of St. Luke.
14
Gabriel, one of ning
Miss Hilda Hracev of Beechlarid
j the angels; Apollyon a name of the has been
visiting her cousins. Freda
devil; Samuel, a Jewish prophet. 15 i Goodwin and
Ethel Clark.
Egypt. 16 A coat of many colors
One
of
the most pleasant gathergiven him by his father. IT Sampson.
of
the
ings
Merry-Go-Rounds was
18
Witch of Endor.
19
Last book of
held at the home of Mrs. James
the bible.
20
Mathew, Mark, Luke,

In the orchard you pick the kind of apples
you want. In the market you take what the
dealer has. We want the pick of the wheat for

and

“Beauty is
Only
Skin Deep”

or

any
J

Better health follows
the change.

Sold by all Grocers

Made by Postum Cereal Co, Battle
Creek,Mich

v|g.
her
»

;,-a.

n|ly
r

PE-RU-NA
Made Me

a

A

suffered for thirty years
•*I
v. l*.h chronic bowel trouble, HtnmncH trouble and hcmorrhnicen of
the bowels*.
We toucht a bottle of Perunn
and I took it faithfully, and I
brean <*» feel better.
My wife perr*iadcd me to continue, and I 'ook It for Home
m
directed.
>'ow I am a
tin.
•
well

Suffered

In one of the Infantry regiIn No Man’s land was taking
up as little room in a shell hole ns
possible during a hot fight, with everything singing overhead. At last a German
shell landed right In the hole
with him, but did not explode. As soon
as he recovered from his fright ami
could think again, he took a look at
the shell and found it was a dud (a
shell with defective fuse which does
not explode). Next he noticed the number on the shell, and something about
It struck him as being peculiar, ft
was 1,217.413.
He reached Inside his shirt and
pulled out his identification disc. The
number which stared him in the face
was 1,217,413. He walked out of the
shell hole and back to his lines with
the bullets singing ail about him, bur
was not hit. He reported to his commanding officer with a salute and a
smile.

with
stomach

years

trouble and

Hemorrhages of
or

the bowels.

Tnblet Form

days.

Miss Ruth Stewart had her tonsils

!| removed Monday by Drs. Bragg and
I Larrabee.
Halcyon Assembly of Pythian Sisj! ters entertained the young
people of
! the village at a social at the close of

French Expert's Peculiar Explanation

SUPERBA
Catsup

Concerning Daring Exploit

of

American Aviators.

SUPERBA
Raspberries, Pears,
Peaches— Pineapple.
Plums or Apricots

SUPERBA
Tea or Coffee
Whether at Home, Sweet Home: or Camping, Anto or
Yachting trip EVERYBODY will be mightily pleased
and satisfied—and it will not cost all out doors.
Why not make up A case order todat? Be happily
prepared for any emergency.
The SERVICE store In your neighborhood sells
SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas and Coffee.
Patronize it.
SUPERBA on the Label: Milliken-Tomlinson Co.
SUPERB for your Table.
Portland, Maine.

—

7"'

r'n.£'t f'
The banquet
held March 11. every member
n the Cue side being present.
A
few of the Reds were not able to be
A short program was en.■resent.
joyed and refreshments served, after
which
were
games
played. The
ehool has more than doubled in
this
contest.
during
membership
March 22.
O.
_

twenty-tive points.

was

South Deer Isle.
School opened this week;
Mrs.
N'ettle L. Stinson, teacher.
Miss Celeste Hendrick, after a few
weeks' vacation at home, has returned
to
to
Stonington
resume

teaching.
Capt. Ed.

Carman and
have returned home, after
ing the winter in Rockland.
March 22.

family
spendL.'

j
|

great eastern languages,
Chinese and others.

The AllRound Varnish

Used on fine furniture, INOROUT can be
rubbed down to the sheen of rich velvet.
Renew the woodwork with it. Use it on
everything inside the house that needs

varnishing,

Driving

A

then—

rain

INOROUT.

Th«

Bit ttalw

For any and every
purpose, you will find

INOROUT the best varnish you ever used.
England made. Gallons, quarts and

New

pints.

Bay State Liquid Paint*

cover every
painting need.
you paint the house, inside

WADSWORTH,
LargtU
Yee

*'■ 1

css

Use them when
out.

or

HOWLAND & CO., Ine.

Boston. Mass.
Paint and Famish Makert in New

Eagiand

boy loorout Varnish sad Bay Stats Paint from

Puller,

Ellsworth A. C. Fernald,
T. .1, Hinckley,
Uaniel McKay,
*■- A.
Southwest Harbor Alfred Joyce,
Lawler,
•?.
Northeast Harbor .J. W. Paris,
Turner,
*' W.
I.unt,
West Tremont Smith Bros.,
**' P.
Richardson,
McKinley It. M. llurkmini.ster,
K M.
Cherry,
Eastport K. H. Harding,

,Ji‘vis Buckboard Co.,
*'■ "
Tabbutt & Son,

liar Harbor
liar Harbor

Hindustani,

Boy's Exploit Remarkable.
twenty-four hours’ battle with

death ended at San Francises with
the arrival of the little schooner S. N.
Castle, a thirteen-year-old boy at her
helm, bringing to safety his father, the ;
captain, his sick mother, and a crew :
of three men.
The Castle, a three-masted schooner, I
was 94 dufJP* from Apia with a cargo
of copra.
Three days from the Samoan port the Castle started leaking
and shipping seas at the rare of twelve
The don key* engine was
feet a day.
started to run the pinups and tl.e
cargo of copra fed as fuel.
Harry Anderson. 13. manned the
ship while his father worked with the
men at the pumps

outdoors and use it wherever there
for a good weather-resisting varnish.

or scorching sun will not affect
Snow, hail, salt or boiling water
can’t turn it white, make it
chip, crack, peel
or lose its
glossy smile.

!

Mt. Desert
Bluehill

Surry
Brooklin

Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Sargcntville

Partridgp

lasts-and the

Labor Shortage Hit Gold Miring.
Twenty-five gold lode mines were
operated In Alaska In 1918, according
to the United States geological snrof
the
interior.
vey,
department
There was also a produgtion of seven
prospects—abandoned mines or small
mines that were not In regular operaThe value of the gold lode outtion.
put decreased from $4,581,458 in 1917
to $3,473,317 in 1918, owing partly to
the disaster at the Treadwell mine in
April, 1917, and partly to curtailment
of
In
tin* !
operations,
especially
Juneau district, because of shortage
of labor.—Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
|

Here’s
to teeth, 3
appetite,
) digestion!

electricallysealed
package
brings

Cove.

Beryl Springer has been quite 111,
threatened with pneumonia, hut is

: better.
Other members of the family have bad colds.
Albert Wolff, the famous French muKenneth Young has returned to
sical composer, won fame In the field
of aviation during the world war. He Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball and Mr.
!
had an experience with American dash
Grindal. who have been on the Mcand fearlessness that Is well told In
Farland place, now owned by Pearl
the New York Times.
; Phillips, have moved to Ellsworth.
“At P.lanclnesnil,” says Wolff, “we Charles Thompson has leased the
place for three years.
were In close communication with the
March 29.
“Hubbard.”
American commander. ‘I’ll send 24
American pilots over to get ’em.’
I
Bew-Wcing Horses.
went to my superior officer.
‘It can’t
Country Notice—“It Is forbidden to
be done!’ I said. ‘These planes are all
tie horses to trees, ns they bark and
Salmsons, a new machine, and quite
thus destroy the trees.”—Boston Trandifferent. They will all he smashed and
the men killed!'
It was too late to script.
-ocall a halt, however.
The Americans
Subscribe for the
I explained as well as 1 could
came.
Ellsworth
American
the differences between the Salmsons
and the planes they were accustomed
CLEAVED THE POISONS
to. and away they went. All got away
FROM HIS SYSTEM
1
without mishap, and I said: ‘The good
MaMNxifhiiNetiN Mm, Grateful.
Somerville.
Mass.
A
well-liked
God is with them.’
Hut when word
citizen of this city, who has suffered in
the past, writes the following to Dr. J.
was telepnoned hack that they had all
F. True & Co.:
landed without a crash or a single ac"I have taken all kinds of laxatives.
l»ut none of it cleaned the poison from
cident to themselves or the planes,
my system as your Elixir—will know
then I said: They must have the devil
'v,bat lo U8e hereafter considering the
effects it had on me, as 1 feel splendid
on
their side into the bargain!’
T
now—all my system needed was a real
must
see
one
of
football
really
your
cleaning which only your Elixir gave—
other physics I have
taken
games!”
merely
passed through my bowels."
(Name
on Request.)
Dr.
True's
Elixir
has
relieved thousSlave Traffic Still Exists.
ands of sufferers during the last 68
Slave traffic along the Arab const Is
years.
Imagine a prescription actually
so
lasting
long—doctors come and
Illegal under the terms of certain con- doctors go. but
Dr. Tru."s Elixir. The
Family laxative and Worm Expeller,
ventions, but slavery, nevertheless, is
which was given the world by Dr.
"aid still to exist to a rather considerTrue, is as of old, the best friend to be
round in your medicine closet.
able extent.
A few years ago memSymptoms of worms: Constipation,
bers of the American Arabian mission
swollen upper
lip, deranged stomach,
sour stomach,
at Bahrein rescued a whole boatload
offensive breath, hard
and full belly, wdth occasional
grlplngs
of black boys who had been smuggled
and pains about the navel, pale face of
leaden
tint, eyes
heavy and dull,
up from Africa for sale along the
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose,
Oman coast.
In the interior towns
itching of the rectum, short dry cough
grinding of the teeth, little red points
slaves are used mostly ns personal
staking out on the tongue, starting
and
servants, bodyguards
hostlers. By
during sleep, slow fever.
No
Harmful
an old law In Arabia, a slave Is freed
Drugs—Recommended
by Physicians
AT
ALL
DEALERS,
after seven years of service, provided
Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auburn, Me.
he has embraced the Moslem religion,
and It Is said that most of the slaves
Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch!
do so. There Is no prejudice against Scratch! The more you scratch, the
worse
the itch.
marriage with blacks In Arabia, espeTry Doan’s Ointment.
cially after they are freed. This in- For eczema,any skin itching. 60c a box.
termarriage has scattered a black population all over Arabia. In ports like
Muskat and Aden mul at toes and mixed
breeds are so common that the pure
Arab strain is almost a rarity.

Degrees in Commerce.
Commercial education is to receive
now impetus at the University of London, where degrees in commerce are to
be inaugurated in the near future.
There are to be two degrees: First,
that of bachelor of commerce, which
would correspond to the same degree
in the other faculties; and. secondly,
the degree of master of commerce. The
salient idea is that a modern language
is to be taught, not as an academic,
but as a practical subject, says the
United States bureau of education.
Among the languages which are to be
taught as practical rather than academic subjects would be Polish, Czech,
and the
Rumanian, modern Greek,

INWUT
take it
is need

1

|

Red

hy

The flavor

j

fork

Tomato

South lllucliill.
Irving Howard, a student at the U.
of
is visiting his brother Albert.
Mis* Lila Grindie, who is employ, d in Ellsworth, is spending a
few days with her parents.
Mrs. W. J. Johnson and children
have returned from Norwalk, Conn.,
where they have been for several
weeks.
The ladies’ aid society
held
a
sociable at Central hall MarA 8,
Net proceeds, about $18.
Miss Emily Candage of Bluehill,
who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Alice Briggs, has returned home.
Mrs. E. B. Simpson is visiting her
Mrs.
Earl
in
daughter,
Kane.
Brooklin.
In the Red and Blue contest in
Sunday-school, the Blues, under the
leadership of Frank Sylvester, won

v>C

Ii their last regular meeting Wednes1 day evening. Games and music furi nished entertainment and
refreshments were served.
Norman Shaw, a U. of M. law student, is spending the Easter vacaI tion with his parents, Mr- and Mrs. i
! Frank Shaw.
Chester
Hamilton, one of our
! popular young men. celebrated his
birthday on the twentieth.
j■ twentieth
with
an
evening
to
party
which all who come under that head
! were bidden.
The evening passed
"Captain,” he said, "ask nie to do quickly with music and
games and
anything now*. They had one with my | refreshments were served, the birthnumber on it, and it was a dud.”
cake being conspicuous.
i day
Mr.
Hamilton received many gifts all of
which made a happy occasion.
MADE GREAT AIRMAN WONDER I March 26.
C.

SUPERBA
Baked Beans and

mnn

ments

thirty

Iilqnld

Ellsworth and visited relatives in
Gouldaboro the last of the week.
Miss Verna Lowell, who has been
at the lighthouse for the winter, has
returned to her home in Jonesport
on account of illness.
Rev. James Gray, district superintendent, preached in the Methodist
church here Thursday evening.
Mrs. R. D. Guptill of Gouldaboro
has been a guest of her sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Coombs, for the past feV

Soldier's Number Being on Shell That
Failed to Explode, He Had No
More Fear.

Well Man

Mr. Louis Young, 1652
Clifford St., Rochester, N.
y., writes:

Prospect Harbor.
Daniel G. Libby spent Thursday in

FELT THAT HE WAS IMMUNE

WRIGLEY5
i

to you with all

its
goodness perfect'
ly preserved.

1

Sealed
TightKept
Right!
UNITED

Butter Pci per Printed At
The American Office
Best qualitj Bed Lion water-proof ami grease-proof vegetable
parch*
rrient paper, printed with especially made butter
paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the to irket; none better.

Price, including

paper and special printing:
500 .sheets pound size, $2.2' ; naif-pound
“
“
“
4
1000
3.50;

size, $2.00
“

It’s dollars
to

doughnuts—
no man ever

cigarette

smoked

at any

a

better

price!

and their expert blend
of choice Turkish and choice Domestic
tobaccos hand you a cigarette that will satisfy every smoke desire you ever expressed.
You will prefer this Camel blend to either
kind smoked straight!

CAMELS quality,

j.
t

Camels mellow-mildness will certainly
to you.
The "body” is all there, and
that smoothness! It’s a delight!

! appeal

Go the limit with Camels! They will not
tire your taste. And, they leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odor!

Just

compare Camels with any

rette in the world at any

price!

Camels are sold everywhere in scientifically sealed
packages of 20 cigarettes, or ten packages (200
cigarettes) in a glassine paper-covered carton.
We strongly recommend this carton for the home
or office supply or when you travel.

1

1

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. Wi niton-Salem, N. C.

ciga-

3.00

£bc ^Usnjortl) American

SALTON SEA IS DISAPPEARING

HER LIFE FOR HER PUPPIES

Possibility That the Land

Airedale Never Hesitated When Called
Upon to Make the Supreme
Sacrifice to Duty.

Has Covered Will Be Soon Available
for Agriculture.

PUB! ISHBO

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ELLSWORH. MAINE

It

TO LET
FURNISHED
Oak street.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
Six months.75
.38
Three months

One year.91.50
Four months.50

...

Single Copies..05
DVERTI5ING RATES ON

APPLICATION.

Business communications should be adressed to, and all checks |and money orders
made payable to Ths Hancock Count? Publishing Co., El Is worth. Maine.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1H20
COUNTY GOSSIP.
A

tragedy is reported from Cape

Rosier.

James

Peasley

owned

a

sheep that mothered triplets yet sad
to
relate they died leaving the
her
and
mourn
loss,
mother to
mourning she wandered shoreward
she
of
where in a fit
drowned,
despair
either from self-destruction or by
wandering out on an unreliable ice
cake.
-o-

POLITICAL NOTES.
Forrest O. Silsby of Amherst has
announced his candidacy for the republican nomination for county comMr. Silsby needs no inmissioner.
troduction to the voters of Hancock
county, having served efficiently as
sheriff.

MADE

What it May Mean to Your Community.
A resident nurse whose services
are for the sick in their own homes.
Instruction
of prospective
and
young mothers, including the proper
care and feeding of infants.
Physical inspection of school children. and practical talks in school
and home on personal and domestic

w nrv.

6NE

DROP-HEAD
HA*
SEWING
chine. 1 large cabinet suitable for stor2 parlor rockers, several kitchen
chairs; several other articles. Ada B.
Tinker's Hill. Ellswi I
SMALL FARM. PLEASANT LOCATION,
two miles from city, rood pasture and
woodlands, two wells on lot and boiling spring’ in pasture; also two horses,
sleds, wagons, sleighs and harness; at
reasonable prices.
to
W.
J.
Apply
Cousins. Ellsworth. Me.
age.

IX^ST.
SNOWSHOES—BETWEEN McKINLEY
and Ellsworth.
If finder will return
to Wm. P. Frve. Harrington. Me., a reward of $2 will be paid.

HELP

WANTED.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
help needed daily

year around.
for flrst-cDsfc

All kinds of hotel work
reliable hotels in Maine, a'so the leading
hotels and camps during the season.
Those wishing to secure reliable hotel positions should always call or write to the
Maine Hotki. Aohwcy. ne w quarters. 47 Meu
street.
Established 88 years. We know the
hotels ano proprietors personally. Fa res paid
to any point from Bangor.
summer

1

$17.00 |

ELLSWORTH;
Harry L. Crab-

HOUSE
AND
ON
LOT
WATER
street, in good repair; half mile from
Good
postoffice.
orchard.
Will
sell
cheap for cash. Inquire of Miss Helen
Cousins. Water St.. Ellsworth.

FEMALE

(

j

j
j

j

"CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?**
IF
so. you can obtain
pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs
for us right in your own borne.
When
writing for fnrther particulars, send
a small sample mat to show the quality
of braiding and sewing you are capable
of doing.
Pinkham Associates. Inc..
309 Anderson St.. Portland. Maine.
PEER I.K8H C%81 \LT\ COMPANY.
KEENE. NEW HAMPSHIRE.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919.
Mortgage loans.
$15,650 on
Stocks and bonds.
142.853.18
Cash In office and bank.
7.742.10
Agent's balance.
2.375.51
Interest and rents.
1.351.51
All other assets
8.171.32
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$178.143.62
3.074.93

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. SI
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

$175.068.69
1919.
$13,4 84.25
8.244.40
5.113.60
100.000.00
48.226.44

Total liabilities and
!

J.

%.

surplus.

< I NUM.HAM,
I;IIm»% «»rf h, Me.

$175,068.69

Agent.

soap.”
13.50 ! Magazine.
RHODE ISI, \ \ I) IAN. to.
17.00
ASSETS DEC. 11. 1919.
Startled Even New York.
13.00
Margaret Hurley,
Have Earned Place in History.
Stocks and bonds.
$2,167,028.34
Carl Lamb,
Frances Duffy,
Mrs.
of Philadelphia,
13.50
1
Cash
In
office
and bank.
266.298 99
They failed to get overseas as a unit
Doris Colpitts,
410.625.83
12.00
wife of Lieutenant Carl Lamb. U. S. Agent's balance.
In the recent world conflict, but the
All
other
assets.
35.157.43
A.
17.00
Mary
Gaynor,
N..
recently startled New Y’ork by
famous Hell-for-Lether Fort Garrys.
iMinerva Jordan.
15.00
Gross assets.
down Fifth avenue with a rag
$2,879,110.59
walking
who charged Into the blue at Cambrnl,
12.00
112.935.34
Dorothy McGown.
doll about twelve Inches tall tied to Deduct items not admitted,
the Strathcona horse, the Royal CaVivian Look.
17.00
her arm by a silken cord of about the
Admitted assets.
$2,766,175.25
Leda Waltz.
nadian dragoons and the Canadian
15.00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1919.
j same length—not a pretty doll at all.
15.00
Crystal Orcutt.
Net unpaid losses.
Mounted rifles were Ailed with rank$ 165.83( 67
Mrs.
Lamb
said
herself.
cute,”
Unearned
1.278.020.60
“just
12.00
Royal,
Mary
premiums.
ers who had worn the red tunic of the t
200.506.52
“Of course, he’s got a name,” she All other liabilities,
Rena Mowry.
12.00
old Royal Northwest Mounted Police. ;
Cash capital.
600.000.00
Alice DeWitt.
12.00
said. “He’s Patsy Dooley. His brother. Surplus over all liabilities.
521.813.46
The police have not been empireEmma Smith.
j Thomas Squeellx, is In Philadelphia
12.00
but
builders,
have
smoothed
the
Total
liabilities
and
they
surplus.
It is proposed, in the fall, to adwith ray sister. I have no Intention of
$2,766,175.25
j
road for empire and kept It smooth.
vance the minimum, except for asJAMES E. MORTEM., Agent.
starting a Fifth avenue fad. I made
Western Canada is western Canndn
sistants, to $15, and the maximum to
Illurhill. Me.
to take to China and keep me
Patsy
$18.
because
of
them.
today
largely
AMERICA % EAGLE FIRE 1\S. CO.
when 1 go there within a few
80 Maiden
I.nne. New York.
-oThough the old name under which company
ASSETS DEC 21. 1919.
months.”
v
Major Bulk Appointed.
they won fame and glory Is now numStocks and bonds. (Actual market
Major Albert W. Buck, a native of bered with forgotten
value Dec. 31. 191*)
$2,730,090.00
yesterdays. It I
470.719.24
Orland, has been appointed health
Cash in office and bank.,
Strike Oil in Morocco.
will live forever In the history of the
670.591.52
Agents balances.
officer for the health union composed
rents.
Important
petroleum
and
10,252.34
development®
Interest
Canadian
west
as
a
symbol of efliciof the towns of Milford. Old Town,
are expected from the French districts
ency. loyalty, heroism and law fearJBradley, Orono and Veazie.
Gross assets.
$3,881,653.10
of Morocco where one small well, lo3.563.92
f*duct items not admitted.
-olessly enforced.
cated at Dgecel. Is producing three
We Taste With the Nose. Really.
Admitted assets.
$3,878,089.18
tons of oil a day.
Twelve more wells
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1919
The sensation of taste, w hile of comTo Think and to know.
$ 309.386.12
are being
drilled.
Government com- Net unpaid losses.
mon and constant experience, is highly
A Charleston housewife being sud1,436.972.97
Unearned premiums.
mittees supervising supplies of gaso- All other liabilities.
71.007.56
complicated in its nature. What is
denly deserted by her cook advertised line for France are
1.000.000.00
('ash
capital.
leasconsidering
commonly ctilled taste is not a simple for another, stipulating that applicants j
over all liabilities, i.060.722.53
Surplus
ing the petroleum springs at Pechel- ;
.sensation at all, but rather a complex.
must bring good references. The only
brown. Alsace, a short distance north- Total liabilities and surplus.
In addition to the actual functioning
j
to
the
S3.878.089 18
advertisement
was
a
response
"est of Strasbourg.
Exemption of pe(. FRED JONES. Agrnt.
of the apparatus properly pertaining
very fat and very black old woman
Me.
Cantina*,
from
troleum
I
Is
contemimport duty
to the sense of last- the tongue rewho seemed promising until she was |
plated, and many Important industries NATIONAL 1.1 BERTA INS. ( O. OF
ceives impressions of various other
asked for her references.
AMERICA.
are
transforming their furnaces so !
Nrw lork City. New York.
sorts, all of which go to make* up this
Deed, honey. Ah done tore up dem
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919.
that oil may be burned instead of coal. !
complexness: As finally recorded in the references," she responded.
STOO.OOO.Oft
Heal estate.
785.10n.00
Mortgage loans.
consciousness, the taste of any sub"Destroyed your references? How
7.04 6.607.00
Stocks Hnd bonds.
Chinese Masons Celebrated.
stance has to do w ith its heat or coolunusual.
Don't you realize that that
71-1.139.00
Cash in office and bank.
A sea lion, a fusillade of crackers,
1.284.935.72
Agent's balance.
ness, perhaps w ith a mild amount of
must cause people to suspect that you
68.230.13
a banquet, and the raising of the Chl-> Interest and rents.
j
are not a good servant?"
pain, certainly with astringency or
210.073.13
! nese flag. Indicated to the Victorian All other assets.
“Yassum, maybe dat% so." the appliacidity—which a"e in themselves furtown of Echuca that a branch of the
$10,809,084.98
Cross assets.
ther complexities of thermic and taecant agreed.
“Yo’ des’ 'speck Ah ain't
58.573.29
Chinese Masonic society had been Deduct items not admitted.
l.le sensations—and above all with
er good serbent, but ef Ah had brung
formed.
Chinese from all parts of
Admitted assets
$10,750,511.69
dem references yo'd know Ah was
smell. The rea ler will probably agree
1919
LIABILITIES DEC. 31
Victoria attended the ceremony and
$756,051.01
Net unpaid losses
that ice cream and coffee are entltVIy
crazy 1"
the mayor and councillors of Echuca Unearned premiums.
5.653.547.38
different from their true selves when
229.000.00
were guests.
The Chinese master of All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
1.000.000.00
served at inappropriate temperatures;
Dog Answers Doorbell.
ceremonies was Interviewed by re
over all liabilities.
3.111.913.30
Surplus
and It is a matter of record that a
There Is one dog In London which
turned soldiers who objected to the
Total liabilities and surplus.
person of the keenest taste may make
were its dntles known, we should all
| flying of the Chinese flag alone. Aus$ 10.760,511.69
the most ludicrous errors if asked,
In
an
extra
ration.
join
It Is
voting
tralian
and
were at once
British
flags
j
MARINE INS. CO.
ST. PAM. FIRE A
blindfolded and with his nose stopped,
the care of an entire household. All
St. I*nul. Minn.
i hoisted to the top of the flagpole.
to identify substances placed in the
ASSETS DEC. W. 1919.
the human members of the family are
229.712.26
Heal estate.
$
mouth.—Boston Post.
deaf and dumb.
12.026.513.52
Stocks and bonds.
Soldiers Left Books Behind.
1.962.911.03
The dog answers the door. That Is
Mortgage loans.
I
Mystery surrounds the “dump/” of Cash in office and bank.
1.255.780.02
to say, when it hears a knock or a
1,600.868.78
books which are sold to be lying In Agent's balance.
47.131.65
Bills receivable.
ring, it conveys the Information to its |
various camps in France, awaiting dis
134.355.83
Interest and rents.
betters by barks, which are detected |
54.915.67
other
All
assets.
posal.
by the opening and shutting of Its
At one camp 400.000 volumes are
Gross assets.
$17,312,188.76
mouth, by wagging its tall, and in the
Heavy Layers—None Btt’.er
663,587.16
said to have accumulated, and there Deduct items not admitted,
last resort by gently pawing its masare reported to be still larger collecAdmitted
assets.
$16,618,601.60
PRICE $1.50 FOR 13 EGGS—NOT $3.00 ter or mistress and running toward
1919.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31
tions at other camps.
front or back door.—London Chronicle.
Net unpaid losses.
$1,416,295.34
in ofllclal
and Unearned
Inquiries
quarters
7.565,432.23
H. H.
ME.
premiums.
SURRY,
All other liabilities.
1.222.542-04
among the organizations which sent
1,000.000.00
Cash capital.
And if It hasn't.
out books to the troops during the war
CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
over
all liabilities.
5,444,331.99
Surplus
The
man
who
had
served
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
throughhave failed to trace the owners of
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Total liabilities and surplus.'
out the war as a private in the base
these derelict volumes.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly in$16,648,601.60
hospital at Angers was loud In his
fluenced by constitutional conditions,
I*. J. BYRNES, Agent.
and in order to cure it you must take
scorn of a neighbor who hadn't gone
French
Water
To
Power.
Develop
an
internal remedy.
Hall's Catarrh
into the service at all. A friend let
PAUPER NOTICE.
'Medicine is taken internally and acts
A bill for the canalization of the
CONTRACTED WITH THE
through the blood on the mucous surhim rave on till the Angers soldier
Rhone and the employment of water HAYING
faces of the system.
Hall’s Catarrh
of Ellsworth to support and care
city
had
used
the
word
slacker. Then he
for those who may need assistance
Medicine was prescribed by one of the
power was Introduced in the French
best physicians in this country for
said:
during five years beginning Jan. 1.
chamber of deputies on August 9. Tin
it is composed of some of the
1920. and are legal residents of Ellsyears,
"That’s right, give It to him. All he
worth.
I forbid all persons trusting
best
known,
cost of the scheme Is estimated at 2.
tonics
combined
with
them on my account, as there is plenty
some of the best blood purifiers.
The
did during the war was hang on to a
francs ($482,500,000) and
500,000.000
of room and accommodations to care
perfect combination of the ingredients
nice soft job as testing pilot for the
the total power to be obtained will for them at the City Farm house
in Hall s Catarrh Medicine is what proM. R. CARLISLE.
duces such wonderful results in caCurtiss people. All he had to do was
not be less than the equivalent ob
for
tarrhal
conditions
Send
testito fly each machine long enough to
rained from 5,000.000 tons of coal, or
monials. free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props., Toledo, O.
see if it was safe for one of our avione-fifth of the coal production of Subscribe for
All Druggists. 75c.
ators.”—The Home Sector.
France for 1918.
The Ellsworth American
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
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SINGLE COMB R. I. RED EGGS
FOR HATCHING
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A N 6“ STABLE ON WATER
street, in good repair; half mile from
postoffice. (rood
orchard.
Will
sell
cheap for cash. Inquire of Miss Helen
Cousins. Water St.. Ellsworth.
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j

Wages of Ellsworth Teachers.
The school board, at a meeting last
evening, fixed teachers' wages for the
spring term as follows:, the change
“being an increase of approximately

hAifcE

HOUSE AND LOT IN
very reasonable terms.
tree.

_

Prevention of the spread of tuberculosis. typhoid fever and other contagious diseases.
Organization of clubs or classes for
instruction in home care of the sick
and allied subjects.
Improvement or removal of bad
housing conditions, unsanitary surroundings and other unfavorable
conditions that menace the health of
your family, your neighbor and yourself.
A
stimulated public conscience
and a broader effort to promote the
general welfare of your community.

ADDRESS

FOR SALE.

CAR

Haron Kempei Hondo, president of
the Japan Mall Steamship company,
said at a dinner that he gave recently
in New York:
“The Japanese are a very clean
people. 1 know an American traveler
On the opening day of the duck sen
son at Baldwin Lake, Cal., last fall, a I who will testify to this.
“The traveler, half famished, made
strange craft was sighted in the ellhis way one day into a teahouse in a
grass of the shooting grounds.
Its
remote Japanese village.
The geisha
occupant was known to have ridden
a
motorcycle in more than 150 miles girl ushered him Into a spotless, airy
room, and brought him a cup of unof mountain and desert road, and then
j
As he could speak no
to have been so unfortunate as to find | sweetened tea.
Japanese, he tried to explain by signs
all the boats gone.
When he came In
that he wanted a full meal, but the
that night with his limit of birds, it
girl, though she smiled politely, failed
was seen that he
had made a queer
but efficient duck boat out of his j to understand.
“So the traveler thought he would
motorcycle side car.
resort to another means.
He took out
Wood plugs closed $he bolt holes
his notebook and pencil, drew a fish
where it was removed from the frame,
and an egg, and handed the drawing
and a can of pitch. Judiciously applied,
to the geisha.
This rime she laughed
sealed all possible leaks. Rock ballast
delightedly, clapping her hands and
of some sixty pounds steadied the
ran from the room.
somewhat cranky craft, and its in“The traveler was pleased.
He
conspicuousness aided the Ingenious
waited
contentedly for his mcni.
sportsman In securing an unusual bag
Five or ten minutes passed.
Then
of birds. So well pleased was he with
the adventure that now he contem- j the door opened, and two attendants
plates constructing a real combina- staggered In with a portable bath
brimful of hot water, and a cuke of
tion side car and boat.—Mechanics

’£*!'

....

bearing rabbits, and other fur-bearing
animals.
List what you have with us.
stating- your lowest prices on large lot
The
Fur
*
shipments.
Specialty
Farming Co.. 515-517 N. P. Ave.. Fargo.
N. Dak.

Enthusiastic Duck Hunter Found Valuable Use for His Motorcycle
Attachment.

hygiene.

$3 a week each:
Grace McKenney,
Julia Heath,
Alice Malian,

BOAT FROM SIDE

20

Rawing

SECOND-HAND
CANOE.
box 111, Ellsworth Falls.

QUITE

RED CROSS Nl'RSING.

LET

WANTED.

Inland sea which, according to
Again a mother has given her life
geologists, las changed from sea to i for her young.
desert, and back again to sea. at least
This time the setting Is the San
fifty times since Its inception, is one Francisco waterfront, down where
of the wonders of the Imperial valley
whistles scream, hoists squeal and
In California. At the present time the
rattle, engines chug and there is a meSalton sea, which is 160 feet below
chanical ensemble of Industrial noise
the ocean's level. Is receding from its
the long day through. The principals
banks at the rate of approximately a «re
Airedale
dogs—a
wiry-haired
mile a year.
Today the sea is 18 mother and her four puppies.
miles long and tfine miles wide at its
A scow was home to the canine famwidest point. In the beat of the torily. One day a swell overturned the
rid season the temperature in Its
basket in which the pups lay. and ovneighborhood is from 10 to 20 degrees erboard they went. There was no
cooler than that of the surrounding
But the mother
human aid near.
country and outdoor dances are held
leaped to the rescue of her drowning
on
one
of the abandoned fish-piers
offspring. One by one she brought the
left high and dry by the receding walittle pups, to safety. But before she
ters.
The Saiton sea is situated In
could reach the last one it drowned.
the very heart of the principal dateMen found her on deck, still holding
The
producing region of America.
the body of the dead puppy, and with
land left bare by the retreating wa- 1 the three others scrambling and whlnters is eagerly sought by agricultur- ; ing around her.
The mother was too
ists, who stake their claims far out
exhausted to move. They sent for a
Into the water in anticipation of furphysician, but when he arrived the
ther recessions.
The soil is of sattrescued pups were orphans.
incrusted adobe clay and very fertile.
To the burden of her own six pups,
Mud volcanoes, miniature geysers and
an Irish setter who lives aboard the
bubbling “paintpots" attract many same scow, has added the care o#
tourists to the spot. The quality of
three foster childem, the orphans of
the volcanic "paintpots" is declared | the Airedale mother.
to rival the best European sienna and
uiuber.
Utilization of this new-found
DIDN'T
GET THE IDEA
color supply may soon render the continuation of European imports of such
Japanese Geisha Girt Meant Welt, But
pigment unnecessary.
American Traveling Man
Remained Hungry.

W. H. Titus, Editor mod Manager.
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ROOMS

PROBATE NOTICES.
WOTICK OK
_" hereas, T. K.
Notice is hereby Riven that the folM™,.
worth.
made
been
« s
have
Hancock county
lowing: appointment*
by the Probate Court within and for mortgage deed dated
**• >17; ,
the County of Hancock. State of Maine: recorded In the
*
Hancock county
Sarah C. Carle, late of Franklin. In
In
ail.
said county, deceased. Frank E. Carle
ro
convey.,t
,0
'»un* of Enmoine In said
of Portland. Cumberland county. State
!v
of Maine, appointed executor of the
•>ar' ''l of I
°c
build tun thereon
last will and testament of aald de*"* .»
standln.
n
March
2.
In
said
raid
of
ceased; date
»t
qualification
mortgage was
>u
Iowa: “A certain lot
A. D. 1920.
»• V
or
In
John J. Bridges, late of Brooklln, In situated
f
Kllswoerh
E.
Neva
deceased.
bounded Northerly
said
county.
hy
Bridges of said Brooklln, appointed ex- by
Cheafr *
«•»».„
" V*.
ecutrix of the lust wil and testament
ghan to Jos. H. Cole and
F
of said deceased; date of qualification
Hth
1SS5 and
March 2. A. I>. 192<‘.
cock Uefrifltcry Vol if*
Jn H*.
Abby S. Robinson, late of Ellsworth, crly by
deceased. Alice H. land of Geo. W
said
in
county,
1
ViBkt
exScott of said Ellsworth,
flats anil line of land form
I
ecutrix of the last will and testament
rtenj. Jordan.
of said deceased; date of qualification
thereon
standing
Being
P. 1920.
March 2. A
premises conveyed bv \|flI
*1
Albert H. Lullum. late of Ellsworth,
to Flake * Cole,
by
John Lullum
in said county, deceased.
Vol. 119. I- <83. and
then
executor
of said Ellsworth, appointed
I Interest to Cole see Vol
I t
of the last will and testament of said 1
oni‘ha|f ‘o w
deceased; date of qualification March
k<
[\ol. 122. Page <<t. then C t..
2. A. P. 1920.
Macomber
Vol.
123. Pag,
John II Kendall, late of Belmont.
latne to Maeotnher Vol t*»s
1
K.
deceased.
Margaret
Massachusetts,
land whereas said Isaiah
Brown of Cambridge. Massachusetts,
afterward died testate;
and
appointed administratrix de bonis non ; said mortgage and
the not.
with the will annexed of the estate of elalm
thereby secured and'
said deceased, date of qualification
title and Interest of th.
•*
Not being a resi,,
March 2. A. D. 1920
and to the real estate
1
dent of the State of Maine, she has apdescribed,
mortgage was asslg,.„
Bar
Harof
H.
Albert
Lynam
pointed
Geo.
S.
Ober
slgltgd
i>"
State
of
Hancock.
by
bor. in the county
Hodgkins and Rufus Hodgkins
of Maine, as her agent In said State of
!of the will of said Isaiah you
Maine, as the law directs.
strument
dated
of
the
late
Bar
(lrst dav of u 1
Stephen M. Salisbury,
"'
1920. and recorded In the
MilHarbor, in said county, deceased.
Heeds
for
said
Harbor
said
Bar
of
Hancock
P.
dred
county
Salisbury
appointed administratrix of the estate time 552, page <6, and whereas
"
of
said
of said deceased; date of qualification •litIon
mortgag.
broken;
March IT. A. D. 1920.
Now. therefore
John Carson, late of Brooksville. in
hy reason of n
Anna
deceased.
May breach of the condition thereof
said
county.
Carsoq <»f said Brooksville. appointed a foreclosure of said mortgag. 1
administratrix of the estate of said de- give this notire for that
vtrno..
ceased; date of qualification March 2.
GEORGE s. Oltyp
A
P 1920.
Ellsworth. Me., Mar. 18. 19;o'
of Southwest
late
Frank L. Gilley,
STATE OF MAINE
deceased
said
in
county.
Harbor.
ns.
Philip F. M. Gilley of said Southwest HANCOCK
At a Probate Court hold at Klin
Harbor, appointed administrator of the
aairt fount.... w... ‘fT0™
Inti anil for said
County of
HanrooV
estate of said deceased; date of qualifithr
second day
of March, in
cation March 9. A P. 1920.
th*
v,ar of our l.or.1 one
late
of
Southwest
W.
John
thousand
McKay,
hundred
and
Edtwenty.
Harbor, in said county, deceased.
A certain Instrument purnortlm a
in said
ward McKay of Bar Harbor,
tie a copy of the last will and
county, appointed administrator of the ment of
Horary B. Horne, late of
estate of said deceased; date of qualithe County of Norfolk
P. 1920
fication March 4 A
at4
('ommonwi
iwealth
gun
oi
of .m;in8U(
MaNachus.-tts
husrtts (}*’
A?
Martha J. Lufkin, late of Gouldsboro.
t'Hwd. and of the probate therro' j*
in said county, deceased.
Woodbury C
Lufkin of said Gouldsboro. appointed said Commonwealth of Massi'chux-qa
authenticated,
having
administrator of the estate of said de- duly
settled to the judge of probate
ceased. date of qualification March 2.
*atd Coo oi y of Hancock for th*- r.a“
A. I>. 1920.
of being allow. ,1 <■. .1 .,r. i r«Nancy Sawyer, late of Bar Harbor. In pose
corded In the prohat.
ourt of .,Ur sid
S
deceased.
Phebe
said
county.
Rodick of said Bar Harbor, appointed County of Hnn.o-k
testamentary to Issue to o.ta\;’, r*'
administratrix of the estate of said deHorne, the executrix 1. -...i .n Wd
ceased; date of qualification March 2.
will, she first giving
bond
without
A. P. 192'*.
Lewis F. Sawyer, late of Tremont. in su ret le».
OKDKRj&D. That noth
thcreof b*
1I« ber <1. Sawsaid county, deceased.
given to xU p. rsona Interested there*
yer of Bar Harbor, in said county, apin by publishing u copy of this orpointed administrator of the estate of d«r
til re e
weeks su
-ivy -n file
date of qualification
said
deceased;
Klls worth
American.
tv-ws paper
March 2. A. IV 1920
ul Ellsworth, in said County of
of
Bar
HarElinor C Kingsley, late
lancock. prior to tin
s.\th d-y of
Ada E
bor. in said county, deceased.
Moran of said Bar Harbor, appointed April. A. IX I!#20. that they m: >
at a Probate Court th*
to h.
held at
administratrix of the estate of said deEllsworth, in and for suid <\<ur.ty of
ceased; date of qualification Marrh 2.
llam-o. it. at t**n o’clock 1m the for*I>.
A.
1920.
and show rat:a*
noon,
any they
Jane W. Moore, late of Gouldsboro.
have, against the sum*
in said county, deceased.
Albert H.
BERTRAM* K CLACK.
Lynam of Bur Harbor, in said county,
It:
Ic>
of
Pro bits,
appointed administrator with the will
A true copy.
deannexed of the estate of said
Attest:
ROBERT
K1W,.
censerd; ‘late of qualification February
Refiner.
25 A. P. 1920.
Dated a t Ellsworth, this thirty-first
A OTIC K.
dav of March. A I>. 1920
Cut ate of l.rm-r VI. Miller.
ROBERT P. KING.
Public notice Is hereby turn that
Register.
Rufus King of Cincinnati, Ohio, was
on the ninth day of Mar. h. A
I> PM
STATE OF MAINE.
by th# probate court within and for the
HANCOCK ss.
of Hancock. .<•.
Ma
County
At a probate couTt held at Ellsworth
a*
ad•Inly ap|>otnt»Hl and
In and for said County of Hancock on min 1st rat or With the qualified
Mill .xed of
the second day of March. In the year the estate of Gra* e M
r.
late
I of oar Lord one thousand nine hundred
of Cincinnati, county of H.tv
n.«tate
and twenty.
of Ohio, deceased; that
d odminip*
A
certain
instrument
purporting t rat or with the willann* v
a
i-eing
he
to
a
of
the
last
wilt
copy
resident out of the Stat* «>t Mair- duly
and testament of John 1$. Lennig. late
in w riting Hannibal K Hamappointed
of Philadelphia,
the
in
of
County
lin of Ellsworth. Main*- his agent in
State of PennsylPhiladelphia, and
the State of Maine for all purposes revania. deceased, and of the probate
SPV.f of
by the laws of
quired
thereof in said State of Pennsylvania,
Main*,
such
appointment <duly acduly authenticated, having been pre- cepted
by said Hannibal E Hamlin is
sented; to the Judge of prol ate for our
writing) being duly filed and recorded
suidF County of Hancock for the purin the
for said
registry of prohat.pose of being allowed, filed and reon
said ninth
of
Hancock
County
corded in the probate court of our
of
d
D.
192
■-•.ally
March
day
said County of Hancock.
all of the requirements proThat
thereof
notice
he containing
Ordered.
law* of
vide*! by the chapter 133 of
given to all persons interested therein,
Maine for the year A TV r*17
by publishing a copy of this order
Attest:—ROBERT V KING.
three weeks successively in the EllsRegister of Probate.
worth American, a newspaper printed
March 31. A. D 1920.
at Ellsworth, in said County of Hancock. prior to the sixth day of Anri!
I OMMIMIIIMIHS'
X“TH K.
A
D. 1920.
that
they may appear
STATE OF MAINE
at. a Probate Court then to he held at
Marrh H. 1«*.
HANCOCK »h
Ellsworth, in and for said County of
hav:ng -***
W>, the undersigned
Hancock, at ten o'clock In the forek riduly appointed by the Hot r.c
and show cause, if any they
noon.
rmnd E. Clark, judge of prol it- within
have, against the same.
and for said County, com•
BERTRAND K. CLARK.
receive and decide upon
Judge of Probate. the creditors of Thomas
Saf
A true copy.
deceasi-d.
Buck sport, in said county
Attest
ROBERT P. KING.
whose estate has been r*-pr settled in*
Register.
nolle#
ie
solvent,
pul
hereby
give
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, agreeably to the order <>
the said
circulation,
management,
etc.,
rernths fro®
judge of probate, that six
quired by the Act of Congress of and after February 3. A !' 1929. haw
m2, of The Ellsworth
August 24
been allowed to said creditors to pr*
American, published"weekly at Ella:»r.u that
Sent and prove their claims
worth. Maine, for April l. ttrN
we will attend
to the duty
STATE OF MAINE
< onary. at
us at the office of Wiley C
COUNTY OF HANCOCK
as*
th* third
In said county.
Before me. a notary public In and Bocksport.
l on th#
of June. A. IX 192 ■>.
for the Slate and county aforesaid, day
at two
first day of July. A. P 19W. H.
personally
Titus,
appeared
o’clock tn the afternoon of ».1 h of wid
who
having been duly sworn according to law. deposes and says
E. t-. WARREN
that he is the managing editor of the
CHARLKS A A RET.
Ellsworth American and that the following is. to the best of his knowlNOTIC E OF FtWtKC I.OSVBE.
edge and belief, a true statement of
Whereas James Grind!** of hllswor
the ownership, management
won(and if Hancock county. Maine, by h
r
a
daily paper, the circulation. > etc.,
deed, dated June tth. I'G* ana
of the aforesaid publication for the *rngf
corded in the Hancock County h**
date shown in th« above caption repug*
of Heeds, book 541
try
quired by the Act of August 2 4. 1912. veyed to me. the* imdersitf'
embodied
in
section
443.
Postal
situated 'r; h ‘»
Paws and Regulations, printed on the parcel of real estate
worth, in the county of H«'
reverse of this form, to wit.—
uas fo
h
1.
That the names and addresses bounded and tpmeribed
A certain lot or parcel of ■\uu
«...
of the publisher,
editor,
managing all the buildings thereon
\
editor and business manager are:
uated ly said Ellsworth, an-l
Name of
FostolDcf' address
as follows
Being on the road
j
Publisher. Hancock Co Pub Co. EllsBu
from
to
KUswerth
worth. Me
and t
known
as
the
J V*. Gray t**'
,<j
Editor. \V. H. Titus. Ellsworth. .Me.
10
Ing the name lot conveyed
Managing editor. W. H. Titus. EllsGrindle by Clara I. Carter by
worth. Me.
0f
corded In Hancock Count > 1 ^ „r»'ieu*
Business manager. AN*. H. Tftus. Ellsworth. Me.
Deeds, to which refer for more par.*
2.
That
the
owners
are:
ga|d
(Give lar description.
name
and
And whereas the condition
addresses
of
individual
owners
or. if a corporation, give Its
mortgage has been broken. r<
the
r.
brea<
name
and the names and addresses
fore, by reason of the
of stockholders owning or holding 1
condition thereof, I claim a V/rper cent, or more ©f the total amount of said inert gage.
,iay of
of stock.)
Dated at Ellsworth this -O*1
W. H. Titus.
Ellsworth. Me. March. 1920.
3.
That
I.
the
known
W1LIJAM
bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holdNOTICEers owning or holding
1 per cent, or
more of total amount of bonds, morttMt
Public notice is hereby
v-;ls
gages. or other securities are
( 1
of Cincinnati.
Ol
Rufus
UUIU8
None.
Kin*
IVIH*
A
March.
of
on
the
ninth
4.
That the two
day
tb*
paragraphs next
ana
%lnint>
by the probate court within
above, giving the names of the owners.
stockholders and security hold- County of Hancock. ****** 91 ..‘a a-3and
qualineu
0f
ers, if any. contain not only the
appointed
list* duly
of stockholders and security holders
ministrator with the will an”* jate
M
the estate rtf
as
of Griffin
Griffin TavlOf M
they appear upon the books of the th»Hamilt
of
if.
company, but also in ceses where the of Cincinnati, county
that Bald aaro
&
stockholder
or
holder
security
ap- of Ohio, deceased;
2 dulf
trator with the wilhUMW*®**
pears upon the books of the company
as
resident out of the State of***, uam.
trustee or In any other fiduciary
“•
jn
relation, the name of the person or appointed in writing Hannibal
his
fe.
corporation for whom such trustee is lin of Ellsworth. Maine,
of
acting, is given; also that the said the State of Maine for all the »
two
qulred by the laws of
ae*
paragraphs contain statements,
such
appointment Ha mj|B in
affiant's
full
embracing
knowledge Main.
k
and belief as to
the
r(jed
circumstances cepted by said Hannibal and r
and
conditions
writing) being duly filed
9ailj
under
which stockt
holders and security holders who do in ‘.he registry of probate
inlb
of
Hancock, on
not
the
appear upori
books of the County
tV
and
1920
D.
of
A.
March
day
company as trustees, held stock and
p|>0
securities in a capacity other
containing all of the
that
laws of
vlded by the chapter 133 of.
that of bona fide ow'ner; and this affiA. D. 191.ant has no reason to believe that
any Maine for the year
KIM’other person, association, or corporaAUeit:— ROBERT P.
Horinter of Prooat.
tion has any interest direct or indirect i*i the said stock, bonds, or other
U*reh 31. A. D. 1920.
__.
securities than as so stated by him.
W. H. TITUS.
0
A I,
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 23d day of March, 1920.
I.. F GILES
H. SCOTT,
ALICE
Not;tt y 1*111.1:■
Specialty made of
aM>
(
Lion Proper y King of Beasts.
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The Biological survey suys that the
title “king of beasts’* was given to the
lion because its bravery’ Is unsurpassed
and there is no other animal that ca»
successfully meet It in combat.

GENERAL

CARDS.

CLERICAL WORN

Deposit A ^probal*
furnishing
Type*
Agent Oliver
\*e.
Typewriter suppl**8-

Asrent Union Safe
of Portland, fo**
and Surety Bonds.

writer.
No,

1

School

St..

ElUwortb.

"city ‘meeting.
,,.|*H<>»*RIATln*l»
h

tl.AKIKN

MAM

WttW the board

The town of Han- $3 per day; last year, $2.50.
has appropriated 1500 for work
Harbor master, $5.
Its section of this
road.
Fire warden, $25. and extra comThe
WB* Instructed to
notify pensation for service fighting forest
’he sel.rtmen of
haimoine that Ells- fires.
worth would
expend some part of Its
A recess was taken to Wednesday
appropriation
on
that section of evening, April 7, at 7.30.
road, and Ret at It aa soon as
possible In the spring.
OBITUARY.
WM some discussion as to
Abbie E., widow of Carlton M.
1 *
of
collecting taxes, Austin, died Tuesday morning,March
Wttether hy contract or
commission, 22, at^her home, 148 South Union
! hut no
action was taken at this meet- street, Lawrence, Mass., after a brief
1
lng
Gaynor expressed a illness.
preference for the commission
Mrs. Austin svas born in Hancock
plan
j A recess was taken to Saturday
seventy-two years ago, but had made
afternoon at 1.J0.
I her home, in Lawrence for the
past
on

AND

riXRI>.

Idhrary A«alr» IV-ftwl Hrlorr (hr
lluari, »«l Imrwrr IVovl-lon
Made for IB*«)
The mayor and «M»rnim have bald
tbre. meeting* within tba paat week
Wednesday eyeing lha city library
»a, tba principal matter under ft*.
alderatton. Saturday aftaraoon approprtatteaa were made .and laat eventnft salaries were fixed
Wednesday eveAt the meet In*
ning Iba full board «aa praaanl eicept AUI Sweeney
A delegation of ladle, from the
ommlttae of tbe woman a rlnb
(jtU
WM present In tba latereat of tbe
clt> library, and to aab that tbe It
Itrary. now open only Saturday after
noon and evening, be open every
afternoon and evening. which would
necessitate a larger appropriation
spoke for tbe
Henry M. Hnll
Ha read a letter from State
ladle,
who waa bare
Librarian Dunnack
recently to look over tba library altuHall
Mr.
some blatory
gava
alien.
of the library organlutlon. and aald
be could And no excuae or authority
for the existence of tbe present
Tbe library waa
board of truateea.
a, much a part of tbe city organisaAre
as
tbe
city
tion
departIt bad
no
ment, or the schools
He did not thlnh
separate entity.
the
this was right—that
library
should no) be dependent for Its supthe
success
of this
political
port upon
He admitted that he
or that party.
did not know what steps would be
necessary to turn the library over to
library
corporation.
a
poaalbly
special act of the legislature might
This
Is
a
matter
that
be required.
is being worked out. and may later
be submitted to the city government
Th*' matter immediately In hand
was the making of an appropriation
sufficient for the running expenses of
the library for the coming year. The
Jellison endowment fund of $15,000
now makes available about $xS0 annually but It Is an express provision of tills endowment that the Income shall be used solely for the purThe same Is true of
chase of books.
(lie DeLalttre fund, which provides
more annually.
There Is no
provision for the running expenses
of the library.
That must he taken
ire of by the city.
He thought ut
least $1,000 would he necessary.
While the board did not at this
time proceed with the making of ap
propriations. Mr. Hall was Informed
that
the
aldermen
had
already
agreed upon an appropriation of at
least $1,000 for the library.
The aldermen then proceeded to
oilier business.
It was voted not to
pay Joy Young of lamotne anything
on the claim for damages for loss of
horse on the Lamolne road, and by
another vote, the city marshal was
instructed to notify Mr. Young to
have the carcass of the horse removed from the highway.
E. E. Pickett. Arno Shea, H. E.
Row.- and It. E. Cunningham were
added to the list of city weighers.
Rond of the Bar Harbor & Vnion
River Power Co. in
the sum of
JJ.oi’0
to hold the city harmless in
the matter of maintenance of the
tish screen at the outlet of Green
lake, put in by the State at an expense of $1,000. was accepted and
hied
The law requires that towns
in which screens are
put In by the
State must keep them clear of floating leaves and debris. The city assumes this obligation, but the
power
company, owners of the dam in
which the screen is located, agrees to
protect the city, and gives this bond
for that purpose.
Acommunication from the first selectman of Lamolne asking that the
city do some work this year in improving the Lamoine road was laid

fs

,***

Stats* aid
*4 ft* W till

road.

fVrmmiPtii ■ut<-w«lka
Mtahwaya (track fund)
Hfl4fi*a,
IVwr

Cltjr n. hmtln
Htfk at'himl
H.h^MtlhoUBo rrpairt.
ftupt of *«-hoola

r^ftVo*0011*

»uppn*«

2000
♦ 500
3oo
ftooo
2030
3000
50
1 000
1500
500

V\r*

department.
Library
Iriv«*rr«t

Waltf,
Ijffhta

<*ar»- <.*meter) lota
Ntatv road patrol.
Mother* ntd
0**n*Tal a<l mini at rat I

25«0
•500
1000

M#C
2«30
3000
• 5
1000
1500
500
4500
2500

f'ontinft'nt.

$«««8o $71485
The city clerk was Instructed to
write Small A Inguts of Bur
Harbor
that they could have the
portable
bins used In connection with the
rock crusher, and which they hare
for some time been using on rental
front the city, for the sum of $r.oo,
with all rental due cancelled
Aldermen Small. iMinleuvy and C
K Smith were appointed a committee
to look Into the mailer of having the
city truck repaired and sold
_

TVK8DAY SVKN1NO
Al Tuesday evening's meeting. all
I aldermen were present except Aid.

! Sweeney
It

was

have the stagelighting arangement at Hancock hall
altered In accordance with recommendations of Janitor Cooke
l'etltlon of George Austin for two
I lights on
High Street n.ar Card's
brook was referred to the committee
on electric lights.
Salaries were voted as follows, b•ing the same as last year except
I
where otherwise stated
City clerk. $1,000, all fees to go to
the city: last year. $450 and fees
City treasurer. $300.
—Chief of lire department. $X5.
First and second aslstants. $50.
llnllding inspector, $20
Meat and milk Inspector. $15
Chairman overseers of poor. $35
Steward Ticonlc Hose Co.. $35.
Members Sen. Hale Hose Co.. $50.
Members Ticonlc Hose Co $30.
Janitor Hancock hal. $3 |»*r night
when hal is in use; last year $2.
Assessors. $3.50 per day of eight
hours for actual time employed. $1
additional per day for member artlng
as clerk; last year. $3 and $1
Drivers of Are teams. $3 a day,
last year. $2.50.
Members board of health. $20 a
year, secretary $5 extra
Street commissioner. $4.50 a day.
he to furnish his own conveyance
Superintendent of schools. $1,000
last year. $«00.
City marshal and night policeman.
voted

[ grandchildren.
Mrs.

Austin united with the First
Baptist church of Lawrence fifty-nine
years ago, bu*. later joined the Baptist church of Lamoine.
She was also a member of the W.
C. T. U., Garfield circle. Ladies of the
1919
1920 I G. A. It., the ladies’ auxiliary of John
$•000 $12000
A, Backett camp, S. of V., Lawrence,
1200
1000
COO
2000 and of Lamoine grange.
IpXI
The funeral was held Thursday
3000
at 2 p. m., at her home, conducted by
1300
3000
3750
2750 Rev. T. C. Atchison, assisted by Garfield circle.
4000
The body was brought
8500
3C00
7000 1 to Lamoine
Friday, for burial in
a-tu
2500
Forest
Hill
The floral
cemetery.
•50
1000
2000
3"l>0
offerings were many and beautiful.

Htait way.

to

j

North Lamoine.
Ashmore, who has been
employed in the mill, now has employment on the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad as fireman.
Mrs. Harry Bordeaux of Somes
Sound is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Roland Carter.
George

-—o-

Fatal Timidity.
Every <L. s -ends to the grnve ob»< ur>
He n who have remained In
obseiirity i,nii bemuse their timidity,
the

luck of

..

seif-eontiflenee. prevented

from [linking a first effort.
If
ive been induced to bethey [siutil
If the
g n
and trusted In their own
''
'till
neil to forge ahead they
I""
would. In ni; pinhnhillty, have gone
Freni lengtl
in careers of usefulness
and fame
orison Swett Marden.

AIRPLANE TO DEVELOP CHINA
American Commercial Attache Points
Out How Problem Facing That
Country May Be Met
The keynote of the great problem
of development which Is facing China
Is transportation. The American comattache ut Peking, Mr. Julian
Arnold, has lab] emphasis on this In an
art hU?
in
the Chinese Recorder—
“China's
Economic
Problems
and
Christian
Mr.
Missionary Effort."
Arnold tleala with the necessity of preparing the Chinese people for the
groat economic change uhlch Is upon
them
Railways will meun much to
China, hut the necessity for the training and preparation of which Mr.
Arnold speaks is shown to he distinctly urgent when Prof. Middleton
Smith’s views on the use of airplanes
to China are known.
China Is a lund
of waterways, and ttiese waterways
afford the necessary existing
llne^of
M‘rcii'l

trans|>ortatlon along which,

to secure

the success of commercial aviation,
airdromes and supply depots should
lie established.
Schools of technical
training should supply the necessary
Chinese skilled labor, and with these
aerial services established. Professor
Smith foresees such an Incalculable
increase in the rapidity of communication* as completely to revolutionize
the country Internally and add to Its
deep haiHirtance as a world factor.

HAD AN

MAKE, HEAVIEST MATE It IA L, ni'I DIATi:
SHIPMENT, DELIVERED TO YOl’K NKAItKsT

OBJECT

IN

POSING

Didn’t Stand for Hor Photograph Juot to Accomodate tha
Camera Holdar.

Moo..

It. K. STATION BY FHEIOHTOlt EXPKEss
ALSO FOR IMMEDIATE hHIPKINT

A maaawae out !o the wilds daaes not
There
atop to po»* for hor picture.
la generally a reason for the peculiar
In the current
actlona of wild thing*.
luaue of the Hunter Trader-Trapper,
publtahed In Columhua. O.. hunter*
write of their experience.
“We had an early atart Thursday
and Haiti amm proclaimed that hi*
pipe foretold moo*e. The ft rat bend
was
rounded and knee-deep In the
Our
water alood a fat ateek cow.
the
toward
her,
i-anoe
advanced
Sam
camera
wrt for an exposure.
called softly and .he advanced a hun
dred feet toward na. ears erect, with
a curious ‘what are you' manner.
“At 71 feet she stopped and |»»seal
for the picture, anal then waited until
were 50 feet away before »he
we
turned Into the wonda. At the top of
the bank *be waited for ua to paaa he
fore a-m*htu( Into the timber.

round bottom storage tanks

COMMUNICATE WITH U* TO-DAY

the LEADER EVAPORATING CO.,

BURLINGTON, VT.

Prevent the Influenza and Pneumonia
no

chances—One friendly remedy is

Gardiner’s Balsam of Spruce Gum and
Wild

Cherry

The druggisis of your
city have sold it regularly for many yaars
and every year its sale increases.

“Her a alien waa explained when we
turned the ben-t anal at the water*
edge a* her eel a Bn* four or Dvr
■uaaoths' eld fellow, wabicb climbed the
hank and was away after her at

Ask for

Gardiner's lialsam of Spruce Gum and Wild Cherry.
(Look for Cherry Tree

on

front of package'

once.”

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY, ELLSWORTH, MAINE

New Cloth f*r Hard W«»r.
fabric which. t« *•
claimed will tend «o lower lb* preeent
la being
high cost of tuen’e ctothtn*
placed OB lb* ma rket by • l*u<U*>
writ**
manufacturer.
(Yorkshire)
Called Stale* Trad* Commlaalmier
Tb*
Henry F. Grady from Lamdon
Uoml. B agent* of tbe manufacturer
en
state tbat the Be* cloth ta mad*
Itrel) of allk Boil tor ahort Ubera)
and that, while superior la wearing
be
properties to a pure worried. It can
■old at tb* price of shoddy doth, or
one-fourth tbe price of lb* beri wool
It Is said to b* strong and
fabric*.
almost untearable. very suitable for
hard wear, and can he obtained IB
grays, browns and blacks.
A

Smith’s Sea Food^ Meat Market
fresh, Salt, Smoked and Dry Fish, Oysters
iIaine Co*8t Haddock is
scarce, but
«

we can

supply

and

£Jams

you, lb

^ full line of all kinds
of Meats and Kresb Vegetable!'
me.made Sausage Meat 25c
Head Cheese, :{<>c It has i.„

*reuijd Boue for Ileus.

Highest price paid for If Ides.

I.V

Try

on

e.piai.

Live poultry bought

BAttCKL POST OltDKHS UIVKX PBOMPT A1TKMTIUX

Water

Street

Ellsworth,

|
]

Perhaps
simplest definition of pise is provided
by Pliny the Elder, who calls It
“earth
battered
between
boards,"
meaning by boards a form such as mny

Maine

daughter.

OI:EY—SMALL^a7~b1uehlll,
Rev. It. M.

March 24.
Trafton Miss Mildred
by
C. Grey of Bluehill to Jay F. Small
of Sedgwick.
JORDAN
BTtAGIX)N— At Ellsworth
F^lls. March 29. by Rev. H. W. Conley, MiSi. Gladys L. Jordan to Jasper
A. Bragdon, both of Ellsworth Fats.
NELSON—ORINDELL— At Ellsworth
Falls, March 20, by Rev. H. W. Conley. Miss Nettie Nelson to Chester
Harold Grindell, both of Ellsworth
Kalis

a*w

—

DIED.
AUSTIN—At Lawrence. Mass.. March
22, Mrs. Abbie E. Austin of Lamoine,
aged 72 yeurs.
BILLINGS—At Deer Isle. March 24, Mrs
Mark Billings, aged 59 years.
FALLS—At Ellsworth, March 26. Mrs.
Anna F. Falls, uged 72 years. 6 mos.
FALLS—At Ellsworth. March 28. Fran
ces E..
infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Falls, aged 9 months.
FERGUSON—At Deer Isle. March 19,
Mrs. Mary G. Ferguson, aged 86 vrs.
GILBERT—At Trenton. March 25. Henry Gilbert, aged 63 years, 6 months.
GRANT—At Bar Harbor. March 24. Mrs
Arthur Grant, aged 70 years.
JORDAN—At Bangor. M*ar«h 25. Edmond H. Jordan, formerly of Waltham. aged 4 4 years.
NEVELLS—At Stonington, March 23.
Mrs. Mildred J. Neveils, aged 25 yrs.
7 months. 20 days.
PIERSON—At New' York, March
10,
Ruth Marion Holt, wife of William
T. Pierson.
SPRATT—At Trenton. March 27. Frank
Spratt of Bar Harbor, aged 69 years.
STANLEY—At Cranberry Isles. March
24. Daniel Kimball Stanley, aged 85
years.

j

work.

The Roman sage odds that It was an
old. and well-tried system of building
nud remarks that Hannibal used this
material for watch towers on the tops
of hills In Spain during his campaign.
Who knows whether It was not also
In use when Cheops built his Great
Pyramid; for there are prehistoric
pise buildings in New Mexico and Arizona which, some say, date back almost to that period?
Certainly history cannot trace the
system to Its origin, and the pise
dwellings now visible in France, Spain,
America, the British colonies and
elsewhere nmy give no complete Indication of the extent to which tills material was employed in other centuries.

CARD OF THANKS.
We* wish to express our thanks to
friends and neighbors for their many
acts of kindness during the illness and
death of our mother;
also
for the
beautiful flowers sent.
Nahum E. Real.
Clifton H. Beal.
Charles A. Beal.
I
Ellsworth. March 30; 1920.
CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to thank all who so kindly
extended their aid in my recent bereavement. and for the beautiful flowers received, and take this public manner of doing so; and especially to extend my appreciation to the members
of
Synctic Lodge of Foresters
of
which my late husband was a member.
Mrs. Ella Martin.
Waltham. March 31, 1920.

—Exchange.

INDIAN’S TRIBUTE TO MOTHER
Red-Skinned Fighter in World War
Proves Worthy Descendant of
Race of Chiefs.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla—A Good BloodPurifying Tonic Madicina.

It is

medicine in which the
and do have entire confidence as pure, clean and safe.
All the claims made for it are
justified by tHe testimony of the
gratify inf? results attending its use
in a multitude of cases of scrofula,

people

H. W. DUNN
J
!
!

policy.

eczema op salt rheum, psoriasis,
Mood-poisoning, catarrh and rheuMBtism, and of loss of appetite,
I hat tired feeling,' and low or run-

down

j

in

common

GARDENERS, LOOK!
\

egetahleM
and

tested

*eed*
for xnle,
in the year of

It is not adulterated; it is not
misbranded, but honestly labelled.
It originated in a physician’s prescription and is recommended and
used by many physicians today. It

a record of
-yearly 50 years of
wonderful success.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla “makes food
taste good.” Get it today and begin taking it at once.
If you need a mild laxative or
cathartic, take Hood’s Pills.

has

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
Corrected to March 1,1920
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
Bar Harbor.. 1 vI.
Sorrento.i.
Sullivan.

t9

all kumvii
PIP.

20.
send voi r order early, as
STOCK IS LIMITED. CASH WITH
DER.
AddreNN,

Hancock Co.

Mt Desert Fy lv;.
no so 15 45
S Fy..
10 36
5 51
Hancock
10 39
5 54
Franklin Road.
10 47 f6 01
11 03
6 20
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth
11 11
6 27
Ellsworth Falls
11 17
32
Nicolin.I.fll 82 f6 46
Green Lake
11 43 6 55
Phillips Lake.fll 62 f7 02
McKenzie’s.1. f7 04
Holden.
12 01
7 09
Brewer June.! 1C 24
7 29
Bangor.ar. .f 12 30 *7
....

.j.'

Portland.ar1.
Boston via
Portsmouth

f5 55

.;.

"We have bought up all the hy|
seed of this expert,” said ;
in
“The
Ryder.
average potato yield
101S was four tons per acre in EngWith
the
new seed, six pounds
land.
per root, or 33 tons per acre, can be
produced. The full results of the perfect potato may not be reaped for two
or three years.”
b rid I zed

ar.I..

f9

25
M

*7 4|3

BANGOft TO BAR HARBOR.
..

Portland.lv ...j 12
Bangor.lv. f5

Brewer June.
Holden.■
McKenzie's.
Phillips Lake.i
Green Lake...
Nicolin.
Fllsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
.I.i

6

5
f6
fg
f

Franklin Road...
Hancock.
W’aukeag, E Fy..
Mt Desert Fy a
.I...
Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor .ar
1

Co.

EGGS !

Hundreds of farmers from New
land are getting better prices by

ping

Engship-

us.
Do you want your eggs
placed at top value?
Then ship to
Boston's fancy egg and poultry house
and get high prices, prompt, reliable
service.
Write for quotations.
to

W. F. WYMAN CO.
4

Fancuil Hall
The House

Market, lloston. Mass.
of Uulek Return*.

Abstractor of Titles

New Matrimonial Idea.
Connecticut has a married couple
flv'i-g apart In two towns, the bride.
wt»o has advanced Ideas. In one town.
nd the bridegroom, who has a good
Job and a big salary, in another. They
deckled to live In separate establishments and to visit each other over
week ends or run away together, as
e. t. sowi_e:
of them explains It. for several
on
day* whenever the mood seizes them.
Attorney at Law.
They have rented a third apartment omce and
Kesidenee, 174 Main St.
In New York city, which they will
Telephone* 101).
•hare “In their play time.” The bride
r. tains
her maiden name and title of
Miss
It is her Idea that man and j
wife should not live In the same house,
and so g**t a surfeit of each other.—
Boston Globe.
is good for washing

j

M. L.

HARRIS,
Passenger Agent.
Maine.
Portland)

clothes, and will remove mildew, iron
rust, ink, grease and

j

*

General

PLUMBING
Hot Water

heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St.. Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

NAPHTHA CLEANING
delivered
parcel post work

Goods called for and

Special

attention to

H. B. ESTEY & CO.. Proprietors
State Street,

Ellsworth. Me

Hardwood Wanted
We are in

the

White Birch,

market

Yellow

Maph,

also

Poplar.

cording

to

quality

for

Bound

Birch,

Good

Rock

Prices,

of stock.

ac-

Pleas

call at our,office or address

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
Highest

MAGIC WATER

A

I

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
•
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Vice-president and Gen. Man.
*

oz..

1 wish to announce that I have
opened an office in Ellsworth, as a
public abstractor of titles.
Having
retired from the insurance business
after twenty-five years' service, and
recently completed a term of office as
assessor, I am now in a position to
All
give all my time to this work.
matters entrusted to me will be given
prompt and thorough attention.

Prices Paid, Spot
Cash for

Hides and Calf
Skins

fruit stains from the
finest fabtics without

1

u seil

injury if
according

to direction.

C. B. CLARK
Ellsworth Falls,

IT WILL ALSO

REMOVE

May Use Concrete Cotfins.
T!i'
iillon of the t<\wn of j
M k-ToOm.rough. Kmrlund. Is consider- I
ns the use of cotierete coffins in local
bur’s* grounds n* Iwlng lighter and ;
1
cbeH|*er than those mode of wood.
■

all stains from

bath tubs, lavataries, closets

sinks, tloors.
Manufactured

Class.

**lb-re*S sun us health expert says we
don’t and sugar"
“lie must he one **f those guys who I
are always taking the sweetness ou: t
of life

05

Boston via
Portsmouth lv.
*9
Boston via
Dover 'v..

oi k
OR-

Nursery & Seed

EGGS!

measure.

*1

..

..ar'..

New York

Sl'KRY, MAINE

|

t4 15
t4 45

40

Waukeag,

I

CUCUMBER, White Spine, pkt.. .05;

>

the

...

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers

BEET, Crosby's Egyptian, pkt.. .05; oz..
.20; Vi lb..35; lb.$1.85.
CARROT. Danvers, pkt., .05; oz. .35;
Vi lb. .75; tb. $2.50.
PARSNIP. Hollow Crown, pkt.. .05; oz.
.10; Vi lb. .30; lb. $1.00.
TURNIP. Ruta Baga, pkt.. .05; oz.. .10;
Vi lb. .30; n>. .90.
CUCUMBER. Long Green, pkt.. .10; oz..

Big Money for Perfect Potatoes.
The perfect potato, which resists
blight and other ‘‘spud” diseases, has
been developed, according to Samuel
Ryder, head of a well-known English
seed firm.
He refused to give the name of the
hybridist, but said he paid him $12,000
for seed potatoes which wouldn't fill

His

conditions

spring.

Wash’gt’n June.I...

Manufacturer and dealer in

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

The mother’s name is Susan-Lovesthe-Wnr and she lives at Wakpola. S.
D.
She was proud that her son was
among the first to respond to the call
of the United States for soldiers to
fight for their country; she was glad
when he came back, unharmed, full of
wonderful stories of the adventure
through which he had passed. And
she realized that he had. by allotment
of pay and by his insurance policy,
demonstrated that ail he had was hers,
as everything he was he owed to her.
Woun ded -Wit h -Many-Arrows
might
be called Indian-Good-to-IIis-Mother.

Many O'Briens.
soldier annual John J. O’Brien,
writing to the war risk bureau about
hi* Insurance, failed to give his serin!
number or policy number, hut said the
!•:>pers would be easy to Identify as
his wife's name was Mary A. O’Brien.
A search through the bureau files din*
175 John J.
closed the names of
O'Briens, and each of an even 50 of
tlo-in
wife
bad a
named Mary A
O’ltrieti. \

a

can

A

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish
to express
our
sincere
thanks and earnest appreciation of the
many kindnesses anti warm sympathy
shown us bv our neighbors and friends,
during the illness and after the death
of our father. Rodolph Grindle.
Mrs. w. L. Robertson
Mrs. Orenas Clements.
Mrs. Edie W. Read.
Mrs. Neva Warren.
Miss Martha Grindle.
Sanford Grindle.
BluehiMT March 27. 1920.

Wounded-Wlth-Mnny-Arrows Is an
Indian living in South Dakota.
According to an Indian custom, the
first thing an Indian mother sees or
says after her child is born may he
The
chosen as the infant’s name.
night of his birth, in April, 1801, the
mother saw a warrior who had been
| wounded by many arrows; lienee the
name given to the new-born child.
Entering the world war In the
armies of the great white father at
Washington, the first thought of this
coppor-skinned descendant of n race
of chiefs was of his mother, whom he
named ns the beneficiary in his $10,; 000 government war risk insurance

peck

_'_
MAKKIKI).

be used for Pbncrete In construction

a

best

monitor gathering tanks

In Use for Many Centurlaa, la
Merely a Simple Form of
Concrete.

THIS SPRING TAKE

North Brooksvlle. March
and Mrs. Lewis Black, a

BLACK—At
23. to Mr.

What Is pise? The word, which In
Its complete form is written pise de
terre. betrays a French origin and,
from Its general appearance, might
well suggest some affinity with the
world of art. These preliminary Impressions, however, will ho found misleading. There Is nothing peculiarly
French in pise dwellings, though they
two years.
are common enough In some parts of
She is survived by one son, Hollis
E. of Lawrence, two daughters. Mrs.
France, and reference to them abounds
Emma Bowden of Castine and Mrs.
j In French literature of the eighteenth
Elvira Champion of Lawrence; two ! century.
brothers, John W. McFarland of
The word Itself, traced to Its I.ntln
I
Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Charles M. Me- ! origin, apparently means nothing more
Farland of Chicago, 111.; also five i
artistic than “battered.”
the

SATl'JRDAY AFTERNOON.
Th*. full hoard was
present at the
■Matta* Saturday afternoon, when
the budget of
appropriations was takup and Anally passed.
The total
appropriations are the largest in the
history of Ellsworth, made necessary
h» Increased costs In
erery line, but
It is helleyed that
increased valuation wilt hold the tax
rate for this
year to about the same figure as
last
year Followlngare the
appropriations
for the year, with the Agurea of
last
year given for comparison:

SYRUP CANS

Take

BOHN

AGE-OLD BUILDING MATERIAL

cock

MAGIC WATER CO.
J. A.

ilaynca,

AUGUSTA, ML

LOCAL DK.V1. HRS:
A. II..Joy, I*. E. kcaru*,

£. S. Mi-uim*

Maine

L. E. TREADWELL
Just
received
from
the
International Harvester Co., of America,
car load of Farm Machinery consisting of ('ream Separators, Dressing Spreaders, Oil Engines and Harrows, Team Wagons and Cultivators,
Mowers, (takes and Tedders. If you
want any repair parts, send me your
order and I will see that you get
them promptly

a

1 hu* e for sale a second-hand (irnrral
Electric Ford Starter la K«*od condition.
Also road silicons and express
new and second-hand.

wagons'

Seal Cove.

A LINGERING COUGH
throat, frequent colds, impoverished blood,
loss of weight or lack of energy* are all ear-marks
denoting lowered resistance. The system needs

three

or

four times a day to help restore the resistive powers
of the body.
Coughs, colds and the like do not
when
Scott’s Emulsion is taken
linger long
consistently and regularly. Bette/* try it!
The/exclusive grade of cod-liver oil used in Scott’s Enrakiau is the famous
S. & B. Process.'• made in Norway and retined in our own American
Laboratories. It is a guarantee o: purity and palatability unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.
I9-*

ONCE IN YOUR LIFE
you are in extreme danger.
If that cough goes to your

'C0UG.15

! CQUS"
i THROAT

1

«r cqcto

*wid aa.

MEDIUM

Kemp's Balsam

COUSHS-COIPS

might have prevented this

TEACHER
FATHCSIASTIC

Declares
Tanlac
Miss
Cantril
Ever
She
Best
Medicine
Heard Of.

Is

STATE OF MAINS.
To all persons interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
in and for the County of Hancock, on
the
the sixteenth day of March in
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty and by adjournthe
of said
ment
ninth day
from
March A. D. 1920 term of said court.
The following matters having been

“1 am simply delighted over my
wonderful Improvement since l began taking Tanlac.” was the enthusi- ORDERED:
astic statement made by Miss Louise
That notice thereof be given to all
Cantrii. popular music teacher of persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
S405 Elm street. Los Angeles, Cal.
weeks successively in The Ellsworth
"For as long as I can remember American, a newsaper published at
county, that they
I
troubled
me
and
rarely Ellsworth, inat said
my kidneys
a probate court to be
may appear
ever got a good night's rest." she held at Ellsworth on the sixth day
continued.
"1
lost
my
appetite of April A. D. 1920 at ten of the
logs if possible.
completely and what l managed to clock in the forenoon .and be hoard
H. S. Mitchell and Willis Carter swallow by sheer force of will would thereon if they see cause.
Nehemiah H. Means, late of Ellsl have gone to Tinker’s island to be- ferment and cause so much gas that worth. in said county, deceased. "A certain
purporting to be *he
gin work on the weirs.
heart
would
my
palpitate terribly last instrument
will, and testament of said de-o1 ceased.
and at times 1 came near fainting.
with petition for protogether
South Penobscot.
fell off from one hundred and twenty bate thereof, presented by Everett $?.
I. Ida Perkins, who has been teach- pounds to ninety-eight and was so Means, the executor therein namd.
Aline Santln. late of Par Harbor, in
ing in South Orrington. is spending nervous and weak I had to give up said county, deceased. A certain inher vacation at home.
strument
purporting to be the last
my w ork.
Mrs. E. A. Carter has gone to NTas"Medicine and treatments did not will and testament of said deceased,
with
for
petition
probate
keag to visit her aunt, Mrs. J. C. do me a bit of good and I lost faith together
thereof and for the appointment of the
Bradford.
in them.
A friend of tnine kept In- executor without giving bond, preEernald Leach visited his grand- sisting that I try Tanlac and to sented by Thomas Searls. the executor
therein named.
mother at Penobscot recently.
Now I can't thank
He please her I did.
James Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in
came home
on
the ice, hauling a her enough, for the way Tanlac said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will
load of hay for his goat.
helped me is nothing sort of remark- and testament
of said deceased, toMr. and Mrs. Herman Grindle are able.
My appetite came right back gether with petition for probate therereceiving
congratulations on the and I eat anything I want without of and for the appointment of the
wlthont
bond,
giving
prebirth of a son. George Leach Grindle. the slightest trouble.
My kidneys executor
sented
Michael Hrady. the executor
In spite of the deep snows the seem to be in perfect shape and I therein by
named.
James I- Treadwell, late of Amherst,
I have
past winter, church services have sleep all night like a child.
in said county, deceased.
A certain Inweight and strument
j been held every Sunday except one. gained so much in
purporting to be the last wilt
an
so
I
; with
and
am
don't
attendance
of strength
average
happy
and testament of Raid deceased, tothirty-five at the morning service, hestitate to say Tanlac is the best gether with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
j1 There are thirty-five families in the medicine I ever heard of.”
executrix. Pe rt ha R. Hetchell. without
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. giving bond, presented by Lyndon E
parish.
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar Treadwell, a beneficiary named in said
Bros., and by the leading druggists will.
IVnotwcot.
Mary C. Orcutt. late of Franklin. In
said county, deceased.
Petition that
Miss Ethel Hutchins visited her in every town.
Fred O. Orcutt or some other suitable
sisters in Castine last week.
She
person be appointed administrator of
I
was accompanied home hv Mrs. Authe estate of said deceased without
;
N. J.. came home Friday.
giving
bond,
presented by Fred G.
gustine Wardwell,
who spent the Landing.
March 22.
B.
| Orcutt. son of said deceased.
week-end here.
Henry A. Ball, late of Hancock, in
Lester Davis is home from Blue- I
said county, deceased.
Petition tn.t
West Surry.
hill where he has been employed.
Mary B. Flail or sorm other suitable
person be appointed administrator o'
Miss Ethel Soper was called to Old the estate of said deceased,
presented
Town recently bv the illness of Mrs. by Mary H. Ball, the widow or said deWest Brook) in.
Luke Carter has gone to Franklin Littlefield.
Vinal I*, dray, lat- of
Is?.- h*.
B. W. Trundy is home from Ban- said county.
on business.
<l*‘C<*ai»f«l.
petition that
Allen Carter of North Sedgwick is gor to spend the rest of the winter Ellen T. fSrav or some other suitahi.
person he appoint'd administrator of
visiting his children in this vicinity. with his mother. Mrs. L. A. Trundy. the estate of said deceased, without
Mrs. Frank Herrick, who has spent giving bond,
Mrs. Emma Carter has gone to
presented l»y Ellen T
South Bluehill to visit her grand- two months with her daughter. .Mrs. dray, widow of said d< east d
Betsey Trim, late of Orlaml. in said
Guy Carlisle, has gone to Brewer.
daughter. Mrs. Elmer Day.
county, deceased. Petition dial Inland
March IS.
L.
F\
Miss Mabel Bridges has resumed
l/Oweii
or
some
other
suitahhperson be appointed administrator of
teaching at No. 7.
the estate of said do.-ased pr>-s*nted
Miss Gaynell Bridges has gone to
Rosetta A. Hendrick, a sister of
To feel strong, have good appetite by
said deceased.
Naskeag to teach.
and digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy
George Carter, who has been emGeorge II. I.owell, lat« of Bu*-kspnrt.
, life, use Burdock Blood Bitters, the
in said county. d< eased.
Petition that
ployed by the Mountain Ice Co at i
Head VY. la'Well or some oth*
suituhh
family system tonic. Price, $1.25.
be appointed administrator of the *■«.
d

|

[

lungs,—What Then?
Kemps

Ml SIC'

IS

Lunt’s sister. Mrs. Etta Walls.
James Turner. Center, recently
cut one foot badly, nearly severing
Mr. Turner is lame,
the great toe.
and, as is usually the case, the misfortune happened to the well foot.
Whitcomb,
Haynes &
Whitney
have stopped work on their operation
here, owing to the condition of the
roads.
The season's
swamps and
»ork has been highly satisfactory.
The output is variously estimated
from 800 to 1000 cords. A few men
still remain in camp to get out boom

a tender

SHOTS [MUSKM

I

Capt. Charles P. Lunt and wife of
West Tremont. are visiting Capt.

illness and expense.
STOP THAT COUGH NOW
with

<

KEMP’S BALSAM
Guaranteed.

Subscribe for the AMERICAN

__

of said deceased, presented hv
H* ;t<! W. Howell, n son of said deceased
HU then A
Tripp late of Rar Harbor. in said county, deceased.
First
account
of
Blanche
l,.
Tripp administratrix. filed for settlement.
Leonard B. Kan*
late of Surry in
said county, deceased.
First ami'final
account
of
Edmond
.1
Walsh
administrator. filed for s ttlement.
Amanda C
Thompson, late of Ellsworth. in said county deceased.
First
and final account or Clifford N.
Thompson. executor, filed for settlement
Rrackett G. Archer, late of Marlavine, in said county, deceased
First
and final account of Vira M
laiuahlln
administratrix, filed for settlement
Josie R Bunker. late of Sullivan. In
said county deceased
First and final
account
of \\
it.
Pdaisdell. administrator. filed for settlement
Spiro V Rennia. late of Sullivan, in
said county, deceaad.
Elr.-t and final
account
of Fred V.
Rennis. administrator. flle»l for settlement.
William Burnham, late of Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania, deceased.
First
and
final
account
of
1
Theodore
Hewis. Edward <J. McCoIlhi and tiirard
Trust Company, executors,
filed
for
8**tt lement.
Rucl R. nority, late of Sedgwick. In
county, d.-rcas.-d
First amount
s
Kority. administrator,
filed for settlement.
" illartl
l.ucklns of Surry, in said
h inal account of Albert F
county,
Burnham. guardian. tiled for settlotate

\ou Can Get Goodyear Tires
for That Sturdy Smaller Car
Of all Goodyear’s notable
accomplishments
in tire-making none exceeds in
high relative
value of product the Goodyear Tires made
in the 30x3-, 30x3V£*, and
31x4'in.ch sizes.

These tires afford

to owners

Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell,

of Ford,

and other

cars

taking these sizes, the important benefits of
Goodyear materials and methods employed
in the world’s
largest tire production.
Your nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer offers you in these tires a
degree of
performance and satisfaction only possible
as a result of such
extraordinary manufao

turing advantages.
Go

to

said,
"f

Annie Luck in* Fletcher, of Surry in
said county.
Final account of A
F
Rurnuatn. guardian. filed for nettle.'
Naomi

H. Oreicory. a minor of Or»M county
Finn anil final
of Mettle E. Gregory,
guardian. filed for aettlement
Irene M. Bell, late of South BrooksMile
In Bald eountv. deceased
Petition filed by Poring It Cooml.*
administrator. for lb.nae to sell .ertalc
real estate of said deceased,
situated
Brooksville and more
fully described In said petition
Henderson R. Cotton late of Orland
in
said
county,
deceased. Petition
filed l» Samuel B. Holt
administrator
’o s-M certain real estate
of
'.'nSt
said decease,1. situated In said
Orland
fut,y described In said prla,‘“. *n
account

'r?,nSai.<J So»«5
1°r.i

flt?onm0r*

Charlie M. Haynes,
lon. In said county

minor of TrenPetition filed by
for license
to
sell
real
estate
of said
situated
n
Trenton and more
fully described in said petition.
Benjamin Klttredgc. late of Bar Har-

Hay.m',scertain

?

«?r'i
filed

this Service Station Dealer for these

tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tube*.
He has them.

a

kuardlan.

deceased.
by *?'.d,‘Ounty
Richmond H.

Potltion
Kiuredge. one of
,h*' "'ll of said ,!.

s

i5S.,r|U*e0*'*MUn<,*r
■eased, for license
i'o o.0!,"1"^

to

sell certain

real

deceased, situat.,1 In said
m°r- fu,,y described

5Tr«i{i*S!Sr„SLd
Leonard B. Kane.

lat. uf Surry In
deceased
Petition 'filed
Walsh,
that an order be issued administrator,
to distribute
the
among
heirs-at-law of said deceased, the amount
In the
remaining
hands of said administrator on
the setHnd "n»l
w
Clement, late Of Bucks
F
™"'>ly
deceased. Petition filed by Warren IClement adlhat an order t,e Issued to
distribute among the heirs-at-laa
of
said deceased, the amount
remaining in
the hands of said
administrator on the
settlement of his second account
Edna Turner Appleton, late of On-

f'*'d

county.

Edmond J.

accoSnt.

^L°wht“r-,f!r,!
h! fa,'d

diLt!-?hri*,<0r'

»OOD>"VlAR

hasaet.

Massachusetts dereased
p#
by William C
Aopleton'

tttlon

filed

•*« will and te.tamen,

;
30x3* 2 Gof'',-*ear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-\ .'eather Tread_
30x3* 2 Goodvear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

$23^
$21^2

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are bv.Ut to protect casing*.
with a cheap tube? Goodyear
Why endanger a good casi
Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more than tubes of £ a 5Q
less merit. 30jc3*/2
in waterproof bag_1
~

?hf,}^edrr;;r:dta,xhaol„,h,s/y.°,ss

“i«drtP™bi.ebf
Mary

tltlon

E

filed

in

by

>

pt5ba1’e.be

Wltne»» Bertrand E.
Clark
•aid
Court
at
Ellswoiah
teenth day of March
|n

p.

1 rust

win

ee

testament

under
of said

the

ceased. be confirmed by said court. de-

Emihr"^a.u„HHurl8.<?n'

d Harrison
IVlnM. ii
Pennsylvania,

known
al.BO
late of Phlla-

as

deceased.
PejPhhb
«nI°n.B.. d by Catherine Norris HarrlBarnes
"nd J?mra*pnuJohn Hampton
"a,d Philai.l

SoPpma Ixs^ura^fear
Of
'-\erutora

Authorized Service

Haworth,

Bar

Harbor,

Station

Maine
and to

Frtr*1

Pe'rtnaylvan ia 7
James

non

and

Sedgwick,

IVIaioo

e

Xood-

1 ™

,,',,-',«»4

i?1'•
£vpJ>d
sto»P,rtf'»
5
i„„h°
fn ?.,th
Jon,I>K47I

*»

eonvevL***
?
the!.' **c**»&-

rt,J?r,h
,K'^tt
Tfl***
t

n

P?1?!'. 1°U

begun

at.

eleven

Together

WBy
romtno.i
•»
>»
width along the northerly ten
the above described lot run.
,f
erly a. the private
*
the town road near the
occupied by Janies H <;rav
Also anothor certain I-.: „r
land, with the buildings
thereon
ated tn said Stonlngton. and
and hounded ns follows
h, c m,
the southwest corner of the
whi
thence running northerly «<, a« tn
the Site of the porch
lot five rods and one foot t., m ik*
stones;
theme easterly
c*84
more or less to post: then.
hy fence and wall «v, ro.]H
theme easterly six rods
feet to stake and stones, th. n,„
erly eleven rods in..,.
*
to hlsrh.
way; thence westerly by
d niRhwar
on. hundred and sixteen
less to the southwest
post of
front yard fence; then,
•fly to
bounds
begun
at.
corn
thrt*.
fourths of one acre mor
#*. and
whereas the condition
Khk** has been broken, n
by reason of the breach
tion thereof. I claim a
said mortgage

n,!

uj

wly"'™1’1'

dw.-iltmTi

1*

d."»ri&
J*!'
forme" h.C£E
tw"i™
„nhlui
2, ^

a„,J

■

March

CHARLESK
12.

1920.

votic »' o»- fori:. 1 OKI iik.
Whereas John H. Dan?'..r»! of
P(ttcroft. in the county of pi*
-1 * is and
of Maine. by his
•■‘Re (iked
dated the twenty-ilrwr d:»\
Al-n! a.
i‘. 1914. and recorded i- h.
istryof deeds.
507.
vey»d u> Kineo Trust
noration organised under
laws of
Maine and having it*
at
«J place
of business at Dover in *,
Piscataquis. a certain par
1
tate described
as
folio v
A : and
the same real estate con*.-.
M. Meader to the said .!
forth by deed dated Apr
1314 to
be recorded herewith, w>.
deed
contains
the
following
Beginning at a stake on
•stern
side of the road linilinv
wharf; thence west. «*lev
fourth decrees north, s \f.
the line of land convey,u
Watts to a stake in a at
and severf-twenty-fifth
northwest corner of the
north, three
degrees
stone
wall, twelve ami
fifths rods to the road
>> *pherd's wharf; thence w-v-r
road to the county road. ;).•
SOU tip
erly and westerly by th*
to a
fence
dividing
thgranted premises from 1
1
POSSESsion of the Widow vf!opk:n
then??
land in
easterly by said fence to
possession of Joseph Mur
by the land of Joseph Mur
to ih*
road leadline to Bcnxey &
f; thence
by KAid road to the place
contain ins; ten acres, morthere...
situated.
eluding the barn
Being the same premises
*
r\ * to
forth in a deed from <*h.»r
Sylvester Lord, dated \pr: II \*"•'
and monied June 3. 183
eistry of deeds for Han-unljr.
vol. 59. page 299; also the s to
<1 frorr
lses as are set forth in
«!
John A. Lord ami others,
th*
:rs
I Ha-rv
said Sylvester 1 ord. to tl
I
•:
C. Lord, dated February 1?
recorded in said registr>
ra*:*
thereof
410. to which deed and r•
reference is hereby made for a n rpr- -h j-s
particular description of t1
trut reherein conveyed.
Rxcept
!•**- r.v-l
from
the
above
serving
two certain lots wh
premises
«
been sold from the san'
'-■»!
First last.
A
lot cojnvsaid Sylresrer I«ord to Wilh.cn W Ok*
dated June 18. 1851. and r« -r«h
^
vol. J39. page 271.
Se< on-t
conveyed from the said S-.
to Mary A. Lord
dated May
";l
and recorded in vol. 12*. parof the above excepted and rfnurt
Is described as containit-u
of an acre.
;>rremises
H«|nf the san
> r»! to
convyed to the smd Harry
I Fen
Nellie M. Mender by tie* d d
vo
1905. and recorded In said
;et °r
*rt..:
414, page 504.
Also a
of
land situated
L V
parrel
worth bounded and des r;l
akc oa
lows, to wit
Beginning a'
leadad
the southern side line of t'
Shep*
ing front the county ro..
di vision
herd’s wharf. In the form
;i:!“
line between land o( Jennie r
Calvin Moore; thence in said '1i\is»ob
line south, three degrees ^ si
iiegr-w
v
rods; thence south eighty
**0
west
life
to
the
parallel
road, live rods, thence north thr*; i—
grees east, eight rods to said mad i'nr.°*"
thence easterly'in said line of •'
five rods to the place of »»• e
i'd >
contuininK forty square r-“ls
•*
Being
buildings thereon
fs,,'
N.‘
premises conveyed to th<
V
M. Meader ?>y Jennie I*.
i"rde,
rdated March 22. 1905. and
said registry, vol. 418. page *
1
whereas the said Klneo Tru
pany. by its deed of aasignin*' t
re
and
1920
February 18
or-;'1..;
Hancoek registry of deeds, book
page 513. assigned to me. th- un'
signed, said mortgage deed.
11
thereby secured, and all its ricM.
and inter.-«t in the premi-s' s
described under and by virtusame,
and whereas the comb* ion_•
said mortgage has been br<»k- "■
n
therefore, by reason of tin bro.i
the condition thereof 1 clain •*
closure of said mortgage.
u
DANA H. DANKObTH
March 2. 1920.
•<

\

-•
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-•

>

■

Harhnr

1«liS

administrator de

t.^mme ?hiy1"' th” *be° c"»« del
pay fflT&V p0/roeTuna7 a"rbiihf

A*-".to°fwhoH

r•u'J

«

..

rfh.

J;0

._—

LIFE

GENERAL

INSUKANCE

COMPANY
I! A RTFORD, CONN ECTICVT
ASSETS DEC. 31.
Real

191ft.
$

estate,

}948.<5S.»'
| 933.111''°
«>.««■»
j2.931.SS

Cash in office and bank.

Agent’s balance.
Interest and rents,
All

532.6'10 *T

1.216.211*°

other assets.
Gross assets,

$27,656.92221

A
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted

assets.

S52.4l»i:

XJ.M9.329.1S

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.

SUte of

Adair, late of Rar

tb

h«^mVtV£Itn"Xd?»<'St?*
v,

and

d0i,,'r,luuat.ald0fpeIramr,ar'e»tnalre
laW" “f aald«“•

•““ch'aWit
bonis
/.r

GARAGE!

West Sullivan

Will

'“f »«'d deceased
that an
i'rdelT"'
the residue
ofdfn he Issued to transmit
in tha

-For-

MORANG’S

°.f

the last

•<

of Maine, hy
Ihe
second day of Janoa
recorded In the Hancock V.
*M
deeds. In hook *31. nntre
«;
**
ft me
irt
Ihft
..i
^OtlVfte.
to
the Hnatn»ats.u
undersigned
of real estate situated .‘ertajn
In
In the county of Hancock
ami
Maine, hounded as follows
01
in41"
w"
certain lot or parcel or
A
th.
buildings thereon, situated
ton. in the county of Hanco
Maine. and bounded and
n at*«
follows:
**
I'cKTlnniok at the
corner of a
lot of land
AUK»»»t 14. 190fi. l»y Susan H
0:1
aid to Sarah K. tfaton
75 degree, west, .lx rod,
aM
links to a bolt, thence
north *,
west twelve rods to a
hoit In
boulder, the are south
,arW
ul,i
*-v (I»•
7n
deirr.
I?rp
Kl'
Hi* rods
rnil« and
ml
six
twenty-onr link.
*ai<1
thence south :> d.
irr***
by said Eaton lot.
rod
hound

late of

lam

Tie fobiu
i.osnhk'
Arvllla R. navi.'
?' Vjnal-

~~

Whereas
a ran

,that
’jx

tStfonw ‘'it

kino

__.__•’'“(tirter
e

executor

pe-

«u.

s&rthou,and ■'■"•cr4
P KIN0'
^
trueRo^RT
Attest:
ROBERT

A

»««tament of said
the amount of the Inon ,he estate of said dede,®rml"ed by 'he Judge of

“PPOI'H'ient of said

ot

Jh*hj»

our
a:, -t

s?
the CONNECTICUT

Philadelphia.
r>en°nh.1iP.
VrnnJ*
Fennsyltanla.
dsceased
Petition filed
J. 'be Frankford Trust Company, a
°f
lna that 0/?
l“lld, Philadelphia, pray.

x»

£«»? vr*- rfjw-ijSrj
Uemr'mH- W°0d’ *"»*•••. aiJf^JH

late of Cain■'‘■'•eased
Pe-

by Charles Almy,

shall be naid
H' Pr*y' >»te of
nar

same

EdUf?.

thm",,and

deceaaed

I'rri1

determined

Hopklnson.

the

60.1W-1'

$27.596.1

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31.
$
Net unpaid losses,
-qfj ■'T?
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
goo.eoo.^
Cash capital,
Surplus over .11 liabilities. 1.30T.2"6-:*
Total

liabilities and surplus.

***54

$27,59«.*”'5*

SIDEWALK IS THEIR MARKET

terrible case

Wher«

OF_ECZEMA

Prominent Velerinaryof Dover
Suffered Torture* for
Twelve Year*

«fRUTT-A-TIVES”»nd“Soolha Salva”
Finally Brought Relief

Dover, N. H.
"In 1906, I began to be troubled
yith Eczema. It started on my face
and gradually spread. The second
summer, I was so badly afflicted I
had to lay off work. I would keep
at night to prevent
Bv hands tied up
flesh while asleep.
into
my
digging
I spent hundreds of dollars in seeking
relief. I would go for several months
without trouble and then the Eczema
would break out again and I would
My
be in for a siege of suffering.
hands,i speciallyacross the knuckles,
would be so puffed and swollen I
could not do any obstetrical work

operations.

or

It

was

about three months ago I

chanced to read an ad. of ‘Fruitg.tires’ about a person being cured
of Weeping Eczema by using this
remedy and ‘Sootha Salva'. I bought
bo'di and. in about a week, noticed an
jmpr vi ment. I have now used two
hole of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and one of
•Soot i a Salva’ and am entirely free
i.
of ii
My flesh is clear and
1 1 am that gratified with
snn.
t! ■. I cant; t proclaim too
the
its of these remedies”.
loud
-.

E. X-

OLZEXDAM,

D. V. M.

-dies are sold at uOc. a
both
boi, 0 f >r ?2.50. At all dealers or
r

m

sent postpaid by FRUIT** A-TIVES
Liiaitc’I, (HiDKNSIJI*KG, K. T.
M<

Mrs.

Blanch

KIntel.
Rich

was

a

recent

visitor in town.

William II Thurston made a busitrip to Boston and Gloucester
Mrs. Thurston was in
last week.
bank
the
during his absence.
Allen Black is confined to his
bed by a severe burn on his leg.
caused by scalding water.
His suffering has been intense.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Closson. jr..
have moved into rooms in theMullin
ness

All

Sort* of Good* Are
posed of by New York's
“Down and Out*.”

At the

Bowery
liamsburg bridge
Interesting sight

Bright
eyes

approach to the Wilmay be witnessed an
at any hour of the !
day. says the New York Times. This !
Dull eyes and that disagreeable,
Is the gathering of near
down-and-outs
listless feeling are usually the first
disposing of what Is left of their signs of
a bilious condition.
A
wardrobes and who, being poor salestablespoonful of “L. F.” Atwood’s
men, usually take what Is
Medicine
should
be
taken
offered and
promptly
not what they
to stimulate the action of the liver,
expected to get.
bowels and other digestive organs.
The other morning there were four
This household remedy never fails
on hand.
One had three frayed silk
to bring quick relief and may ward
shirts, two pairs of more or less worn
off
a serious attack of
indigestion.
trousers and three sets of silk under|
Sufferers from biliousness should
wear.
He asked 50 cents each for the
have a bottle always on hand, and
shirts and took $1 for the three. The
take small doses regularly as a pretrousers brought 75 cents the
caution. This will tone the stomach
pair,
while he had much trouble In
dispos- ! and keep the entire system healthy
Ing of the silk underclothing at 25
and normal.
cents a garment.
Don’t experiment with unknown
Another had a fur-lined coat which
widely advertised pills and tablets
that
wnsn’t so very awful
may contain acetanilid or other
He I
looking.
The true “L.
tried his best to get $5 for it and held I coal-tar derivatives.
F.”
has
established a splendid repuon for
nearly an hour. Finally a motation
60
through
years of unchangtorman came along and. after digging
ing quality, and is well worth the
In every crevice of his
pockets, pro- I confidence it enjoys. It has been used
duced $4.78. This won the coat.
in many families with
A ragged fellow had three
razors,
beneficial
unvarying
for which he asked $1 each. A big felresults for three genlow with wiry whiskers wanted a
erations. Get a bottle
razor but wasn't
today. Most druggists
willing to pay the
and storekeepers carry
He
price.
offered 45 cents, then 50. He
it. A large bottle, 60
bought for 00.
doses for 50c, or a free
This "market” Is held In the open.
I on the sidewalk, and the police do not sample from the “L.
F.” Medicine Co., PortI appear to care, for there is never any

land, Maine.

Interference.

GEORGE HAD ANOTHER GUESS

I

Old Gentleman Had Also Been Doing
Some Thinking About the High
Cost of Living.

A congressman who Is Investigating
I fho high r-JSst <»f living said to a Wash| Ington correspondent:
“The h. c. 1. is responsible for many
i
i vagaries and queer complications.
"A young chap who had got en; gage/1 to n girl was talking over the
| future with her.
“‘With prices what they are.’ said
| the girl, 'we must be content, George,
! dear, with a small flat and one or, at
the most, two servants.’
“George coughed.
“‘It's my Idea,’ he said, 'to live with
man
the first couple
of
your old

years.’
"
‘Rut, George—’
‘That’s my Idea/ he Interrupted.

house.

‘Think of the money

A girl baby was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin
Webster
last
week
(Evelyn Maude).
Miss June Dolliver Is reported as

rent,

improving.

DIs-

no

light,

no

we

can

grub bills,

No
coal/

save.

no

‘Rut—’
‘I Insist on this thing/ George Interrupted again. ‘I tell you, I—*
“Then the door opened softly and
the girl’s father entered the room.
“‘Children/ he said tenderly, ‘I have
decided that when you get married
I’ll come and live with you for the
rest of my life.’
"

Dedham.
H. L. Black is 111.
G. A. Gray is sawing wood in Or-

rlngton.
L. R. Black of Fairfield spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Black.
Mrs. Bert Venadestine is spending
a
few days ip Waterville where her
husband is employed.
\V. G. Stone is home from Bangor
Theological seminary for a few days.
A special town meeting was held
March 26 to make arrangements for
consolidation of schools.
New Century met March 2 7 after a
lapse of several weeks without meetings because of heavy storms and
drifted roads.
Matters of business
were disposed of and the following
program presented: Song by grange
reading. Laura Cook; story, Clifford
Burrill; readings. Marlon Burrill,
Gerald Thompson, Mary Burrill; the
topic. “Feeding and care of the work
horse, idle horse and
colt.’’
was
opened by Gerald Thompson, followed by E. W. Burrill. Elmer Gray.
Clifford Burrill, Richard Emery and
others.
G. W. Brewster and C. L.
Burrill, who attended the republican
convention in
Bangor, were
asked to report the meeting and gave
an
interesting account. Topic for
next
"In what ways do
meeting,
our State excel all others?"
March 29.
B.

PADEREWSKI AT THE PIANO

MUCH

Description of Great Master's Playing

Tiflis, Cap tat of New Georgian Republic. by No Means Typical

Well Called
ous

a

Gem of Humor-

Composition.

WESTERN

CITY

of the East.

Lydia

Vegetable Compound

JVIrs.

—

■

pains

|

FSI-O'NA
Ends
indigestion

these days, when Jack Frost is
busy drawing pictures on the windows,
works appear over
many beautiful
night, but when he completely covers
the glass, he is not so welcome. The
Russians have a very effective way of
preventing the obscuring of the windows by frost. In Russia the walls of
the buildings are very thick, and
double windows are fitted to the
houses, set about 13 inches apart. The
window sill between the outer and inner windows is decorated with bright
green moss, and hidden there is a dish
tilled with calcium chloride, which absorbs all the moisture and thus effectually prevents the formation of ice
during the long, cold winter.
Tn

tin»m.en'

CASTOR IA
For Over 30 Years

HAS NO
PAIN NOW

Tlie death recently of Ed H. Smith
Mr. Melville Chafer, recording Imrecalled the humorous editorials which
pressions In the National Geographic What
E. Pinkham’*
made his little newspaper, the Chula
Magazine, admits that he was surDid
The one which first
News, noted.
prised when he arrived in Tiflis. capdrew attention to it follows:
for
Warner.
ital of the new Georgian republic. He
“We heard the Polander, Paderewhad expected a city more suggestive
Onalaska, Wis. * Every month I hr 1
ski, ploy the piano In Kansas City last of the East, as the Western mind picsuch pains in my back and lower part < f
The
fellow
night.
Is deceitful.
He
tures it; but the Golovinsky prospekt,
stomach I could n< t
makes you think all the time that he
the main thoroughfare through the
lie in bed. I su
Is going to play a tune, but he never
fered so it seeme !
heart of the city, stretched before him,
does. He flirts all around a tune, but
as though I would
“as handsome a bit of modern metronever touches it
His hair looks like
die, and I was not
politanism as can be found anywhere,”
a
regular either. I
wig, but It Isn’t. He deceives you and its restaurants, shops, opera, and
suffered for a yei
In a hundred ways.
He makes the
what used to be the viceregal palace
and was unfit to do
sweetest sounds ymi ever heard that
but which now flies the standard of
my housework
were not a tune.
He has his piano
could cnly wash
the new nation, suggested at once the
so trained that the doggone thing will
d is he« once in a
French adjective “chic.”
More than
I read a.,
while.
keep right on playing when he Is not that, this new capital was brilliant
advertisement o
touching it. He reaches out slowly with uniforms. Russian, Georgian. ArI
whr.t Lydia E. Pinkand strokes It, drawing back his elmenian. British, and most picturesque
ham’s Vegetable Compound had done
bow’s like a man brushing a girl’s hair.
of all, the Caucasian costume, with its
for other women and decided to try it
You see the moonlight and you’re
broad-shouldered, wash-waisted coat, It surely did wonders for me. I have
there with your girl, but somehow she
now and I can do my house
high, heelless boots, and astrakhan no
work without any trouble at all.
don’t love you. We know the sorrow
I
One marveled at the load of
cap.
will always praise your medicine as X
of that, and that’s why we don’t like
weapons that completed it; a sword
do
not
believe
there
is
a doctor that can
Paderewski.
There
are
troubles
rattling and clanking with the wear- do as much good in female weakness,
enough in the world without hearing er’s martial stride, a brace of pistols, and
you may use these facts as a testiPaderewski.
A
man
don’t want to
monial. ”—Mrs. Lester E. Warner,
a pair of daggers, and a collection of
feel like he had thrown the mutilated
R. 1, Box 69, Onalaska, Wis.
what looked like enormous fountain
remains of his grandmother in the
The reason women write such letters
across
the
Caucasian
hung
pens
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
sewer.
If this Is Paderewski’s Inst
bosom, but which turned out to be
and
tell their friends how
visit to America we’re glad of It. But
they arehollow tubes intended to be loaded
helped is that Lydia E, Pinkham's
we wouldn’t take $100 for what we I
with powder and shot. One must add
v egetable
health
hasbrought
Compound
heard.”
and happiness into their lives. Freed
stiff mustaches and a close-shaven
from
their
illness
skull to picture this Georgian in all
they want to pass the
good news along to other suffering
LOOKED AS IF
HE KNEW his glory on the Golovinsky prospekt women
that
also may be relieved.
they
of bis national capital.
Clothing for
Good Reason Why Soldiers Urged
civilians is scarce and expensive in
Lieutenant to Take Military PoTiflis. hut the cast-off uniforms of
liceman's Word for It.
military officers are for sale, and many
a
citizen in need of a new suit had
A colored detachment under n white*
bought himself an old uniform.
lieutenant was making its way through
the shattered territory near Dun-surARE RETURNING TO FARMS
Meuse during the thick of the Argonrie
drive. At a crossroads it encountered
Not Many of Uncle Sam’s Fiahters
a
trafiie-directing M. I’, who halted
Have Succumbed to the Lure
the column.
of the City.
“Sorry, sir.” he said to the officer in
charge. “You are not allowed up that
Of American’s mighty war forces of
road. We have information that it is more than
4.500,000 men. 1.200,000. it
about to he shelled by the enemy.”
is estimated, came from farms.
RecThe officer carefully examined his
ords in the bureau of war-risk insurorders. “My instructions read differance In Washington indicate that these j
MOORE’S PHARMACY.
“I cannot beently.” he declared.
farm-bred or farm-raised boys carried
lieve that this is the road to be
Coughs,
Colds, Sore Throat, Croup,
government life insurance amounting
shelled. Have you any verification?”
Catarrh Relieved in Two Minutes.
to over $10,000,000,000.
At this moment a shell burst within
Is your throat sore?
During the earlier demobilization it
Breathe Hyomei.
a hundred yards, tearing up the earth
was so difficult to keep track of the
Have you catarrh?
and sending debris flying in every diBreathe Hyomei.
discharged service men that it seemed
Have you a cough?
rection. The entire landscape was ob- as though a very large proportion of
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
literated. and a dead silence, broken
them did not return to their former
Breathe Hyomei.
the
crash
of falling stones, en- addresses or homes. So many of the
only by
Hyomei is the treatment for nose
throat
and
sued.
Then, out of a cloud of set- service men who had come from the
lung
trouble. It
does
not contain cocaine, morphine or
other
tling dust, arose one faint, terrified farms seemed to be listening to the dangerous drug, and does
away with
stomach
voice:
dosing.
Just
breathe
i
call of the city that it was feared more
through the little pocket inhaler tha
“Fo’ Gawd’s sake, lootenant, please
than one-half of them were not going comes with each outfit.
A
take de gemmun’s word fo’ it 1”—The back to the farms. Later the tide of
complete outfit costs but little at
Charles E. Alexander’s or any reliable
Home Sector.
migration set in toward the country, druggist s, and Hyomei is guaranteed
to banish catarrh,
croup, coughs, colds,
and now it is believed that the loss in
sore throat and
bronchitis, or money
man power to the farms, as the result
back.
Business Welcomes Radio Circuits.
A
Hyomei inhaler lasts a life*
time
and
extra bottles of Hyomei can
With the new radio circuits In op- of former services men settling elsebe obtained from
druggists for a few
eration between America and the far
where, may not be more than 500,000.
East, it is comforting to know, even
if one has infrequent occasion to comDead Towns Awaken.
municate with Japan, Hawaii and the
Dead towns of the West are coming
Philippines, that the new service is to life as a result of the silver boom. |
considered quite reasonably inexpen- There were towns in Colorado and NeIt relievos stomach misery, sour stomsive. One may communicate with Ma- vada and Arizona, which, under the inach, belching and all stomach disease or
nila from the California stations for fluence of silver in those days after
money back.
Large box of tablets 6®
0 cents a word, and with Hawaii for 3. the Civil war, hurst Into wild, rich life
cents. Druggists in all towns,
Even if the rates were higher, how- that has no parallel in history.
GLYCERINE MIXTl’RE
ever, the new' circuits would be welClouds of dust are rising along the
FOR GAS OX STOMACH
comed by American business interests, trails that
lead
across
sagebrush
for the development of trade, as wrell plains. The mining engineer, present;
Simple glycerine, buckthorn bark,
as the transmission of news, has been
day successor of the prospector and etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka. relieves
seriously handicapped by lack of facili- his burro, is astir in the silver coun- ANY CASE gas on stomach or sour
stomach.
It acts on both upper and
ties for communication.
The United try.
lower bowel and removes all foul
States will get a better news service
They are going back to the old j matter which
1
poisoned stomach. Ofin consequence, do m,ore business, and shafts that yielded wealth when silver ten
CURES constipation.
Prevents
was above a dollar.
With the advance | appendicitis.
may feel also, according to naval ofThe INSTANT pleasficers, that the national defense sys- in mining processes In the last four | ant action of Adler-i-ka surprises
tem has been strengthened at a weak
decades the chances of profits are both doctors and patients.
One man
who suffered five years from indigespoint.—Christian Science Monitor.
many times multiplied.
tion and constipation was helped by
ONE dose.
C. E. Alexander. DrugKeeps Windows Free From Frost.
Construction.

Mrs. Margaret Trask,who has been
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Jeanette
Manchester, has returned to her
home on Gott’s Island.
A girl baby, Margaret, was born
Waitliam.
‘-0 Dr. and Mrs. Oscar Lott of MilLeamon Jordan,
wife and son
waukee. Wis., on March 13.
Mrs.
spent Sunday with' her mother at
Lutz was formerly Miss Gertrude
Franklin.
Salmon Saved Queen.
Knovvlton of this place.
Elliot. Minnie and Vara Jordan are
Mi."S Grace Norwood left Saturday
The salmon with a ring In Its mouth,
spending their Easter vacation with
for Port Clyde to resume teaching.
that figures in the arms of the city of
their parents.
>!r
h
been visiting her sister.
Vernon Haslam. wife and son visGlasgow. Scotland, which are also
! MrFrederica Black.
those of the ancient see, Is said to ; ited his parents recently.
S.
ral parties went from here to
Marie Rankin is on the sick list.
record a miracle of St. Kentigem. the
! Harbor to the
high school
Walter Colby was the week-end
founder of the see, and the fourth
lUTi (..-!>
which was an excellent
guest of his parents.
m !
bishop of Glasgow. A certain queen
nc- and enjoyed by all who
Charles
an
Martin,
and
aged
i gave a soldier, with whom she had
attended.
much-respected citizen, died March
M’s Letitia La tty spent her vacafallen In love, a ring that had been
24
after
a
short
illness
of
pneu1
returning to Bar Har- presented to her by her consort; hut monia. He was a Mason and For; 0->r Tuesday
the king discovered the Intrigue, and.
ester—janitor and orator of Court
March 29.
T.
Snyctic, and the brothers feel the
having obtained the ring, threw It Into
great loss of so valued a member.
the Clyde, and then demanded It of
Mr. Martin leaves a widow and two
North Hrooklin.
his disloyal lady.
brothers,
George and Orlando of
Dorothy Cole is teaching at the
In her alarm she sought help from
Massachusetts.
The many friends of
lornrr.
to
St.
and
he,
Kentlgern.
proceeding
the bereaved widow extend their
-Ezra Heed of West Tremont visforthwith
a
salmon,
the river,
caught
ited friends here
sympathy in her great loss. The
Wednesday.
School Is again in session, taught which, on being opened, was found to funeral services were held at the
the
Ethel Lord of Surry.
have
swallowed
all-important home March 26, Rev. R. B. Mathews
The floral offerings wrere
Dr. and Mrs Raymond Clarke of Jewel. The queen regained the good jj officiating.
™'r
profuse and beautiful, showing the
Isie
visited
Mrs.
Clarke’s graces of the king, and lived a better
high esteem in which he was held.
“other. Mrs. Eldora Young, last life afterward.
Airship
Among out-of-town friends present
week.
Some Interesting facts regarding
were
L. F, Giles of Ellsworth. Mr.
•Mark L. Dodee and Fred L. Cole,
and Mrs. Wilson A. Googins of La- the work required In building a large
Believed Victims of Indians.
°or republican
delegates to the Ban*or invention
moine, Erland Haslam and Leon modern airship are given in a recent
Three skeletons, believed to he those
last
had a
week,
of Bangor.
rather
Issue of the Engineer, which states
strenuous
time
getting of early American settlers were un- Googins
Edmond H. Jordan, formerly of that the
home
No conveyance
being ob- earthed at Kennebunkport, Me., by this
general problems of design
tamahi- they were
place,died very suddenly of heart are
obliged to walk workmen leveling some land near an failure
closely allied to those of naval
at
hart of the
March
25,
Bangor
Mr.
distance from Ellsworth old fort erected during the war of
Jordan had been suffering from heart architecture, although the airship dehome.
must be a highly skilled me1812. Two apparently were victims of
trouble for the last six years.
Ori account
He signer
of
the
disastrous
Indian massacres or wars. Embedded
chanical engineer and also must have
was a man of genial disposition, alasou for the
weirmen
independent
T? Vl.ar’ an<* also because they con- In the skull of one of the skeletons ways ready to lend a helping hand to a knowledge of textile technology.
his fellowmen.
He went
of the
For the work on construction, owing
tiered that the sardine
as usual
packers put was an Indian arrow*. The tip
1 to his work Thursday
over pretty hard
morning at to the multiplicity of parts required,
on
them last skull of the second was chipped off
the riding school headquarters on a
wason. very few .if any, of them will cleanly, as if done by a tomahawk
very efficient shop organization Is
Birch street,, where he was about his
struct herring weirs this year. held In a w*ell-tralned hand. The third
In a rigid airship strucnecessary.
work when stricken.
*
He was fortynecessarily late opening of the skeleton was that of a man seven feet
ture, excluding the machinery, there
four
of
years
He
leaves to
age.
alu* the almost impossiIt is believed that the bodies
hipi.? now
tall.
mourn
his loss a widow, two chil- are 20,000 different parts, a total
getting weir materials were buried In an old cemetery on this dren
length of structural material
of
a
°* 'he
former
by
marriage—Lura
woods, all tend to make a
T.
and that the graves were covMagoon and Lillian Mace of Aurora, 20 miles, 00 miles of wire and more
ls<'ouri>ging prospect for the spot,
wet
four
grandchildren, two brothers, than 2,000,000 rivets.
an<* they are now begin- ered over by earth thrown up when j
'O0*t for other, and perhaps the fort excavations were being made, j Oscar Jordan of Waltham and Lynm, k
re lucrative
wood Jordan of Brewer, four sisters,
Ruskin’s Birthplace for Sale.
employment.
Mrs. Elwood Archer
of Brewer,
March 29.
About the Dead Sea.
No. 54 Hunter street, Brunswick
"Xenophon.”
Mrs.
Davis
of Waltham, Mrs.
Percy
--oSwimming In the Dead sea Is re- Herbert
Phillips of Ellsworth. Mrs. square, London, the birthplace of John
Seawall.
freshing sport, but swimmers have to Oliver Bragdon of Egypt, besides his Ruskln, is for sale by private treaty.
Much sympathy is felt for Alton be careful not to get water Into their
heavily as it Is the first break in a In the early days of the nineteenth
the loss of his wife, eyes. In a ton of water from the Casof Waltham on whom the blow falls century, says the London Telegraph,
ilain
n -1- after
an illness of about
j-.
pian sea there are 11 pounds of salt, heavy as it is the first break in a John James Ruskin came to London
Mrs. Newman leaves, In a ton from the Atlantic ocean there
iieeiu"10?**16'
family of seven children.
Funeral
from Edinburgh to enter the wine
sides her
a
little
husband,
services were held at his residence.
daugh- are 31 pounds, from the Mediterranean,
t
trade. In 1818 he mnrrled his cousin.
about a year old.
Mrs. New13
Adam
street,
at
2.30
SunBangor,
85 pounds; but In a ton of the Dead
Margaret Cox, nnd February 8, 1819,
Miss Ethel Moon, has
Rev. J. C. McDonald of Brewer
day,
keen
sea there are 187
pounds. Contrary
with her.
the author of “Sesame and Lilies” was
His two children and
officiating.
March 28.
to a prevailing belief, there are plains one sister were unable to
born.
The house in Hunter street,
T. E. D.
attend on
on the shores of the Dead sea that are
which Is now distinguished by a comaccount of illness. The bearers were
well watered that as
so fertile and
Oscar Jordan, Lynwood Jordan. El- memorative tablet, Is of the substanAmherst.
•Iary Kenniston, who has spent soon as one crop is harvested another wood Archer and Herbert Phillips. tial Georgian type so well known in
h
The body was placed in the vault at Bloomsbury and was erected at a
can be planted; but as a whole, the
for vacation at home, left Saturday
where she is teaching, basin Is a dreary region.—youth’s Mt. Hope and will be brought to Wal- time when that district was particularf ,,lWport’
tham, his boyhood home, later in
of M
ly in favor among city merchants.
)r -^ennlston. a student at U. Companion.
the spring for burial.
with
e.18 ®P®nding his Easter recess
Mth his
March
29.
B.
fathsr.
Girl Studies to Be Blacksmith.
Suspicious.
March 22.
g.
A girl Junior at the University of
“As he came In. I noticed his face
The Timid Child.
Is
the
learning
bladeWashington
was
lighted with a wonderful glow
The timid child Is recognized at a
smith’s trade. Jazz Is no lure to her,
and his eyes were shining.”
glance, lie is lacking In self-confifor the anvil chorus fills her ear and
“Say, where could he get anything
dence and initiative. What he needs
she looks forward to owning and operto make him all lit up that way?"
lose
himself
in
Is
to
the
most
games
and
a
farm
a
of
her own.
forge
ating
For Infants and Children
and recitations. This is the pupil who
The desire to master blacksmithlng
The Shorn Lamb.
6
Is not able to recite—seldom responds
arose from her resolve to be a fanner,
“Why did Wilkins decide to stay in
of
fear
criticism.
for
Such
children
and as such to know something of mathe army?"
as these must gradually be brought to |
chinery. So she studies the fashion“He didn't see any other way of gethignatnre of
the
the
foreground
teachlndiclous
by
!
ing of bolts and bars and the pointing
ting an overcoat this winter.”—The
er.—Montreal
Herald.
of plowshares.
Home Sector.
■
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Farming Fish.
The International
Association of
Game. Fish and Conservationist Commissioners, at their recent convention
in Louisville, pledged themselves to
use
every influence possible toward
stimulation of a nation-wide movement looking to the construction of
fish ponds upon farms in which desirable species of game and food fishes,
especially the basses and the sunfishes. can be propagated for recreation and for food, at a comparatively
small expense when contrasted with
the vast benefits which will result
therefrom.
Fifty-Nine Degrees Below Zero.
Fifty-nine degrees below zero was
registered in some parts of the Ad irondarks last winter around the first of
the year, according to weather bureau
statistics. Rotter (or worse) than that
was done by Jack Frost in
Sweden,
where the temperature registered 70.6
And in some parts of
below zero.
Alaska thermometers are absolutely
useless, the best of them freezing up
and refusing to tell how cold it is. In
the dead of winter, in the Interior of
Alaska, pure alcohol freezes Into solid
blocks of ice. ns does kerosene.—Ex-

change.

gist.

GO NO

FARTHER7"

The Evidence Is at Your Door.
Ellsworth proof is what you want
and the statement of this highly respected resident will banish all
doubt:
John W. Campbell, lumberman.

Liberty St., Ellsworth, says:
“I can
Doan's Kidney Pills have done
me a world of good.
At my work,
loading logs. I am exposed to all
say

kinds of weather and this sometimes
brings on attacks of backache. My
kidneys have been irregular in action
and the secretions have passed too
freely at times, then again they
would be scanty in passage.
I was
advised to get Doan's Kidney Pills
and got some from Chas. E. Alexander's Drug Store.
After using
them awhile the trouble disappeared,
my back became strong and my kin1 haven't been
neys became normal.
bothered with my kidneys for quite
a long time.
Doan’s seemed to have
ended the trouble entirely."
at
all
Foster60c,
dealers.
Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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SCHOLARS TO GET RECORDS

IGLOO HOME SUITS

Attendant* of Welsh Softool* End College* Will Embark on an In-

Stefansson Declares Substitution
Concrete Huts Would Bring
Death to the Natives,

teresting Experiment.
Wales, through her schools. Is about
launch an experiment. Schools and
colleges hare been Invited to make a
collection of all the Welsh field, place
and road names, Including those of
lanes, hills, woods, mounds and dykes,
and to mark on the six-inch ordnance
map the spots to which the names are
attached.
A fund has been placed at the disposal of the Welsh department tc
provide the materials for the records,
which will be collated by the board
of Celtic studies In connection with
the university of Wales, and deposited
In the Welsh library.
Each school Is recommended to retain a duplicate of the record, which
can he added" to from time to time.
Space is provided for supplemental
information on such matters as the
existence of rural industries; the
survival of old or curious customs or
crafts; peculiar words or pronunciations ; local proverbs or quaint sayings; the use of old agricultural Implements; particulars of Interesting
have
who may
local "characters'’
been distinguished by their oddities,
their benefaetkms* or their services
during the war.
Though It Is Intended for Wales,
a
similar
there is no reason why
scheme should not be put Into force
In the other parts of the TJnited l^ngdom. The framers of the scheme have
hit upon a method of making the
teaching of history and geography a
very living thing, of great educational
and national value.—Txradon Mail.

CREDIT GHOST WITH WRECK
People Believe Sight of Spanish
Flag on 'British Ship Angered

Devon

Admiral Drake.

Anyone who knows the villages of
the west of England will be aware
that they area fertile soil for ail manAnd the
ner of superstitions beliefs.
process of creating new legends has
evidently not yet come to an e»d. If
we may accept a statement made at a
recent women's Institute meeting at
Exeter, at which various speakers recounted the tradttionsof their respective localities.
A few years ago the
bat tie ship Montague was wrecked on
Lundy island-as she was entering the
Bristol channel in a fog. The people
of the neighborhood, we are told, have
no doubt that she was lured
to her
doom by the -spirit <vf Sir Francis
Drake. She happened to be flying the
Spanish flag in honor <ti the marriage
of King Alphonso and Princess Ena.
This the proud ghost of Devon’s great
seaman could nut brook, and he made
her pay the penalty by running her
upon the-rocks.—Manchester Guardian.
'Easy.
"Now. children." the teacher said,
“suppose we wished to gv, to Calcutta,
how would we ptoceed? 'You tell ns,
Tommie?”
“I’d get on the train aiwi go to New
York,” Tommie responded promptly,
then paused.
“Yes?" the teacher encouraged.
“Then I’d get a s.enmshl|:,” Tommie
answered and sat down.
“But you haven't told us the rout*
you would follow," teacher protested.
Again Tommie rose.
"Oh. I wouM not ’butt in on that.”
he declared. “ltd leant that te the ship
captain, 'cause he'd likely have been
there before, ami, besides. I believe In
leaving all technical matters to ex-

perts"
Cat Rules the Boost.
Gold Hill, -Ore., has a cat that has
fhe distinction of “ruling the rtost.”
Several months -ago a half-starved
and wild kitten made Its appears nee
in a pen of chickens at a home in the
eoburbs aad fed wffc inmates of ithe
enclosure. It baes become quite doeile
eifiee but never comes within reach
of a person, still feeds with -the chickens. which have a fond attachment for
it, sleeps in the oests at night and
during the daytime occupies tfie nest
while the hens are laying.
Recently the cat repelled a 'Skunk

concrete.

unable to deaden the

“whir" of the

propeller, have produced numerous
featherweight mufflers to silence the
engine exhaust. The attachment has
now passed
the experimental stage,
says the Popular Mechanics Magazine,
in an illustrated article, showing a
French war airplane equipped with
a

standard muffler.

Chinese Shoes.
The Chinese are gradually adoptini
the European style of footwear. At
the present time, almost 40 per cent
of the footwear In China is reported
to be of European style. Domestic factories of which Canton has twenty,
Hongkong five and nearly every port
of China at least one, are chiefly for
the manufacture of the red leather
used fpr the soles of the native shoes.
The uppers of native shoes are generally made from cloth or an Imitation
box calf.

Norwegian Company Anticipates Good
Business in Selling Them for
Erection ir. England.

Of the IS counties of western Washington 18 are accessible to seagoing
vessels, according to Agnes Lockhart
Hence the
Hughes, In Everybody's.
Robert G, Seymour, a floating church,
operated on Puget sound by Rev. Wilbert R. Howell and his wife.
Durtng the four years that the Robert G. Seymour has been In operation
It has traveled on an average of 3,000
miles a year, carrying religion to Island county and up Hood canal.
It
regularly visits 11 ports and as many
logging comps, bringing religion to
those who cannot seek it. The boat
! Is gone often for a month at a time,
and often has weathered some of the

Many houses are for sale In Norway.
tUe present owners of which are hopeful of selling them to Englishmen. Not
that they expect the English to emigrate for Norwegian homes, but that

Gospel Ship
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Machinery in Japan.
Wants Trees With History.
Japan's rapid industrial progress
It you know where there is a tree | during the past five years is nowhere
with a history, the American Forestry I more conspicuous than In the development of the machinery trade.
association, at Washington, D.
C„
Japan
wants a report ok tt with a picture for : Imported in 1814 machinery to a value
its hail of fame.
Tire association is .of somewhat more than $12.000.000; in
anxious to find trees with * history, 2918 more than $29,000,000.
In 1914
rather than trees whose oniy claim to
•he United States furnished 20 per
tame Is their size.
The Dumont Kencent of the total imports of machinnedy Elm. At Crawford svllle, Ind., <s ery; In 1918 80 per cent. Japan's exreported as weing larger than the eiu ports of machinery, chiefly to far
at Huntington, which has held first
eastern countries, have increased from
$034,000 in 1914 to approximately
piaae as to tone for some time.
The
Wye Mills oak. near Eastern, Md„ is $7,890,000 in 1918. Exports Include
credited with being 51 <4 feet is cirelectrical
machinery, spinning and
cumference.
weaving machinery, lathes and print-

|
[

to invade the Iwmnery
and caused it to be treed by the Jaouse
dog, which held it at bay till morsing,
when it wads killed. The fur nette&tf-he
boy of the family $5.

pending danger. Designers are seeking
to mitigate the evil, and so far, though

Puget Sound of Great
People In Remote Regions.

BOAT

The statement that the natives of
toughest gales ever experienced on
the Prlbllof Islands were about to disthe sound.
Not infrequently, after a
sermon delivered aboard the gospel
card their snow huls for modem concrete huts, finding the gales of the
ship, or on shore, some woman will
Bering sea too strong for the former, come forward with a question on her
upon which the story of the intended
Ups regarding whdt lies near 'her
change of Eskimo habits was based. heart relative to the latest style In
Mr. Stefansson characterized as too
dresses or hats, and always an ansilly for discussion. The explorer, talk- swer Is forthcoming—for the good pilot
ing at his headquarters at the National never omits to include fashion books
Geographical society building at New among his hymnals.
Tork, said that the Uribilof Islanders i
One woman acknowledged that a ser- j
had never lived in snow huts, but In
mon preached recently by the captain
wooden huts, and that farther north.
of the Gospel boat wns the first she
j
where the natives do live In snow
had heard In a dozen years.
She was
houses, it would be next to Impossible
the mother of nine children and had 1
to convert them to any other dwellhad no opportunity previously of hearing.
ing a church service.
“Their igloo serves ns a home for i
1
two or three weeks.” he said. “Then
they build a new one. Because it Is MADE OVER FOR BOOKLOVERS
new it is clean and sanitary,
it is as I
New York Has Substitute for Saloon,
warm and comfortable as your library.
A candle gives as much illumination
Where Literature and Soft
as three electric lights, because of the
Drinks Are Sold.
Intense whiteness of the snow.
The i
A new Idea in the way of a substisnowhonse will stand under any eonditions. in all. the Igloo is as comforttute for the saloon Is to be tried out
In the Booklovers' tavern,
recently
j able a home as a man could wish."
opened In New York, the Philadelphia
inquirer states. This is simply a place
FOUND MILLIONS FOR OTHERS with the familiar bar and
brass rail,
where soft drinks and literature are to
Men Who Discovered the Famous Cornbe dispensed together. Thus the menstock Lode Profited Little by
tal exhilaration to be derived from
Their Great Luck.
the latest novel will satisfy those accustomed to the cocktail and give ginThe frmou-s Comstock hale, greatest
ger ale «r Ice cream soda a fillip It
of silver deposits, was discovered hi
has not hitherto had.
18.T9 by three prospectors, Pete O'- i
The Booklovers’ tavern may draw
Riley, Pat McLaughlin, and “Old Pan- book
purchasers, though its superiority
cake” Comstock, While washing gravel
to the ordinary bookshop Is not apfor gold. They were in hard luck.
parent But can It be expected that
Needing water for their rockers, they thirsts will be assuaged In this way?
dug a hole four feet deep and came
And wFl? those who seek Inebriation
upon a bed of sulphide of silver. Not
between covers be able to pay the
I
what
It
was
knowing
tried
for
1t
j
they
price? A Ktpling highball or a Wells
gold, with highly satisfactory resnlts,
fix* at $1,735 Is considerably more than
though cursing the "infernal blue the purchasers of alcoholic beverages
sand” that -clogged their primitive aphave been charged
under
wartime
; pnraln*.
prohibition.
The btoe sand was an outcropping of
It is obvious, too, that the kind of
i the woaderftrt lode, one veto of which.
literature dispensed over the bar will
300 feet wide, came afterward to be
have to be very carefully guarded.
known as the “Big Bonansa." yielding
Many of our poets were a roistering
■ore that was nearly hatf silver. From
lot, who did not hesitate to celebrate
this source were derived the nraltlmilthe charms of the Demon Rum.
lions of Mackay, Flood, O'Brien and
Fair—the last-named being a young
Aviators’ Qualification*.
mining engineer, white the other Three
In England airmen were apt to be
were everyday miners. The discoverers
ardent hunters of the fox and to have
sold out for small sums. “Old Pancake"
what horsemen call "hands'V-a quality
blew out his brains; -O'Riley went inwhich as aviators enabled them to
sane and McLaughlin died a poor man.
knew instinctively, as It were, what
an airplane was going to do before
World to Be His Pariah.
It did It. And, what will be shocking
A Scottish parson, Rev. D. A. 8
to some folk, to keep the aviator In
Mair. is giving up a comfortable pasbest condition for his work and for
torate. and, Hke John Wesley and St.
enduring its terrible stresses, he seemFrancis, is going to make the world
ed, according to these authorities, to
his parish, in other words, he intends
need “a really
riotous evening at
i to become am itinerant preacher, wanleast once or twice a month.” The
older men were found to use aleohol
dering up and down Scotland. In the
winter he will take up quarters in one
freely, but the younger ones required
.of the poverty-stricken parts of Glasno such stimulants, and they all avoidgow, where be hopes to spend his time
ed exoess, being well aware that for
in study and ministering to the wants
them the penalty was sudden death.
^
«f people in his neighborhood.
He
Marriage deteriorated the aviator by
has no private means,
"it is -God's
Increasing his sense of personal rework," he says, ‘'and I rely on God's
sponsibility for others. Courage he
promises.
had, of course, and a touch of reckriOne of the experiments In the Goslessness Is not undesirable from the
pel that we 'have -never tried is that of I standpoint of achievement in war.—
evangelical poverty as a holy voca- ; Exchange.
tion."

tjiat attempted

Airplane Muffler.
Like al! healthy youngsters, the airplane is a noisy affair. Propeller and
engine unite to produce a roar that always make conversation difficult, and,
in time of war, supplies to a keeneared enemy a sure warning of im-

HANDLE READY-MADE HOUSES

of

The movements to modernize the
Eskimo by providing him with concrete huts in place of his picturesque
snow Igloos, as suggested by an official of the United States bureau of
fisheries, would be the death of the
denizens of the icy North, in the opinion of Yilhjalmur Stefansson, the arctic explorer. Not only is the Eskimo
devoted to his age-long habitation, ns
the South sea Islanders are to their
traditional garb of flower garlands and
fresh smiles, but he is far healthier,
warmer and more comfortable in his
domed mansion of snow blocks than
he could be In any modern house of

to

CHURCH

MOTOR

ESKIMO

!
1

ing machinery.
Dancing Craze Affects Scotland.
The dancing erase has reached such
proportions, even in sober Scotland,
that it came up before the Inverness
Bailie Petrie, who favored restriction before, said he would
not now oppose dancing to four o'clock
in the morning, because after considering the question, he considerd the evils
which he had in view were not the direct outcome of
those. dances. Bailie
MaeAllen moved that dancing be restricted to two o’clock, but ft was
agreed that It should be permitted until four o’clock.

magistrates.

Wireless in China.
Construction of the first wireless
stations In China—one to be erected at

Crga in Mongolia; a second at Orumshi, 1,150 miles southwest of the Mongolian capital; the third at Kashjar.
in western Turkestan—awaits only the
arrival of nfciterials, it Is reported. The
stations are expected to give day and
night service to a minimum distance
of 1,000 miles.

The Lucky Cuss.
“Unfortunate man!” we said, as we
stoad by the hedslde and drew our
head still farther down in the collar of
our overcoat, after the manner of a turtte retrogress rig In his shell. "You have
our profoundest sympathy In
your affliction, and—"

“Sympathy—the dickens!" chortled
the Invalid. “Why, dodgast it, when
everybody else Is shuddering and shaking with the cold I have a raging fever
and am as warm and comfortable as
if it were the good old summer time.
Hi-lo! hl-lee!"—Kansas City Star.
French Coal Mining.
French coal miners, replying to the
suggestion that they work more than
eight hours a day declare that the only
remedy Is the improvement of mining
machinery on American lines. They
state that an American miner by
using
mechanical devices can dig out thirty
tons of coal a week, while the French
miner can get out but a tenth of this
amount.

To Teachers and

Pupils of the Schools of

Hancock Couuty:
HAVE YOt' KKITARLE Mt'SIC IN YOCR SCHOOL?
all the MODERN SCHOOLS ARE INSTALLING

VKTROLAS.

WOlliD YOC LIKE TO HAVE ONE IN YOl’R SCHOOL?

they hope to persuade them to Import
homes from Norway.
The ready-toInhnhlt house, like the ready-to-wear
suit of clothes. Is a modern Invention,
which has developed with marked success In Norway since the first readyto-Inhahlt houses were mnde some 30-

MANY SOHOOI.S HAVE EARNED VICTROLAS HA’ EFFORTS
OF FIFILH AND TEACHERS.
ANY SCHOOL CAN 1‘HOCVRE A VICTROLA.

IK Yoi ARE INTERESTED IN >IY OFFER WRITE ME For
odd years ago.
The ready-to-inhabit
KARTKILARN.
house, to be sure, ts less immediately
for
usable than the ready-to-wear suit,
It must be put up and fastened together. The chief factory for the man- |
OPTOMETRIST
ufacture and export of Norwegian I
ready-made houses Is near Christiania,
VICTOR AND EDISON TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS.
and the houses are usually of six
rooms with variations that Include a j
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
of
considerable
styles and j
range
prices, and they have all the modem
conveniences.
Naturally the factory
Is just now hoping to contribute a
B1 uphill.
good many houses to the solution of
Starting the Baby Right.
the housing problem In other counCapt. F. K. Perkins has purchased
There are various methods of asowned
street
by
on
the
house
High
tries.
“As regards durability." says
-tiring eoo<1 lurk to an Infant. In
heirs.
a
Norwegian correspondent, "wooden : the E. F. Hinckley
Mon- ; rural England, If Its right hand Is
schools
The
opened
public
houses can be fairly said, after a |
day. Miss Emmonds of Belfast will hound up for a short period -inn after
century’s experience In Norway, to teach the Tillage grammar school.
hirth It will surely become wealthy.
last as long as brick. If kept propThe Spaniards sweep their hiUlrea's
Among the arrivals in town last
Miss Fanny Maddox ; faces with pine houghs to assure
erly In repair. The wooden house In- week were:
good
dustry In Norway after 35 years’ ex- from Waterville, Miss Olive Chase fortune, while to keep the Ir-h
baby
perience has now developed to great from Athens, Carl Grey from Hnr- from harm n belt of woman's hair Is
Bos- I
perfection, and the wooden dwelling ringtdn and Roy Twining from
placed about It, and to achieve n jimoffers a satisfactory solution of the ton.
ilar object Roumanian mothers tie red
his
moved
has
Harrlman
Warren
housing problem." The factory will
family into the house owned by G. S. ribbons around the ankles f elr offdeliver a house in six weeks after It
Osgood on east Main street. The sprlng. In llollnnd garlic, -tit hretd
has been ordered, but one of the rent over the How store will he ocanti steak are put In the >-r: lie of the
In
British
the
recognized elements
cupied by Percy Saunders and wife. new nrrlvnl, while to prot—
their
real
At the democratic caucus held ;
housing situation Is that your
babies the mothers of Wales put in
M.
Snow.
William
John
Briton wants at least part of his house March 23.
a knife.
their cradles a pair of toneSnow and Chase Barker were elected
made with bricks.
delegates to the State convention and In Iceland, when the first tooth makes
Its appearance, a lamb Is presented to
Percy Saunders. Freeman Bowden
OWES LIFE TO BAD SERVICE and H. H. McIntyre to the district the child, to be Its "very own
H. H. McIntyre was
convention.
| chosen chairman and I. E. Stanley. |
Bee* as Architects
Englishman Willing to Die, but Re- i secretary of the town committee.
A famous mathematician f
e
fused to Wait for Starvation
early
A quiet wedding took place at the ;
to Do the Work.
home of A. W. Grey and wife, March eighteenth century wlm i«-r ived that
j 24, when their
the
bottoms of the rolls In :i beehive
daughter Mildred was
I
Owen Wlster, the author, was talk- married at high noon to Jay F. i were formed by throe loz-mgc-ahaped
of
the
Rev.
R.
M.
Sedgwick, by
plates mensured the angle* of the lot
ing In Philadelphia about England's Small
Trafton.
The wedding march was ! enees. The front or wore lull dog. 28
disorganized train service.
The bride
Mrs. Trafton.
played
by
"They told me a strange tale In Bir- was attractively gowned in white silk min., the lesser, 70 deg. 32 min. Anmingham.” he said. "It seems that a messaline and carried pink and white other mnn of science, man ing at
the precision of the angleproyoung Birmingham broker was disapcarnations.
Other
guests
present
pointed In love, and went out on the were:
Henry Small, Mr. and Mrs. pounded the following problem to
railroad and laid his head on a rail, Theodore Smith and son Paul froiji Koenig, the geometrician : "What art
Sedgwick, Mrs. Elwin Emerson. Mrs. the angles of a hexagonal o*',i with a
intending to end It all.
Dora Davis. Mrs. Annie Grindle and pyrnrnldlcnl bottom formed of three
“The London express was due In
Miss
A
Ruth
O'Brien.
wedding similar and equal rhomboid plate*
three minutes, and the broker closed
breakfast
was served
Immediately that require the least
possible matehis eyes.
after the ceremony and the young
rial?" Koenig, Ignorant of what had
"He waited, very pale, eyes closed. ! couple left at once for Boston.
A
Now and then he gulped. The three large number of their friends met at suggested the problem, found hr calof th»
minutes seemed a long time passing ! the Pendleton house and showered culus that the greater angles
rhombs should he 109 deg 2d min,
A long, long time. The rail got very the bridal party with rice, confetti
and old shoes.
Mr. and Mrs. Small and the lesser angles. 70 deg. "i rain,
The broker twisted
uncomfortable.
will
make their home In South- lie was
wrong by two minute- n each
and turned his neck a little. Finally
Mass.
bridge.
|
dimension. What human nr h.itect ha»
he looked at his watch. The train was
March 29.
S.
equaled the economy of the bees?—
late—10 minutes late. With a sigh he
-o-Youth's Companion.
laid his head down on the rail again.
East Illiiihill.
-oMrs. John Love is ill.
“Well, to make a long story short,
Miss Ada M. Conarv lias returned
the broker waited and waited for that
Scaw Fell Pike.
to Springfield to teach.
infernal London express till—if he
A. I. Long of Portland was called
Scnw
Fell
Cumberland1*
Pike,
hadn't gone away at last for a bite to here
by the death of his uncle. Rlch- mountain summit. Is to he th- propeat—he'd surely have died of starva- j! ard Grindle.
The
erty of Englishmen In perper ■:
tion.”
Kalph Long was in Waterville last highest hill of England 1!
''err
week on business.
nolile gift made hy Lord [.— -nfiedd
Mrs. Emerson Law and Harvard
Kindergarten in Smaller Towns.
ught >n
to the men of Cumbria «!:•■
Grindle of New York. Carl W. GrinStatistics Just compiled by the kin- <l!e of Boston and B.
the war, and ns a token •' gratitude
Ruth Grindle of
!
f r the
dergarten division of the bureau of Woodland were called home by the to those who gave their l1
edueatlou show that approximately death of their father. Richard GrinTruly
cause of the
world's liber
21.086 children were enrolled In kin- dle.
a gift In the spirit of Rusk n and one
dergartens in towns under 2,500 [>opuwhich causes the Manche-o-r dttardOBITUARY.
latlon during the year 1918, in charge
Inn to utter deepest appre.-iat!on—•
Richard
Grindle
died
Monday, gift. It says, through which "even we
of 500 kindergarten teachers.
March 22. after a short illness.
lie
The banner states for kindergartens
common people may get a rnorontary
was thought to be improving, when
in smaller places appear to be Michi- the
entry Into the ecstasies of the poets
end suddenly came.
Mr. Grindle
in
gan and Wisconsin, the former state was born here
January 31. 1854. son and «ee the earth nnd ever -: as
with 110 kindergarten teachers and of Simeon and Ruth Grindle.
glory
It mystically appareled with
He
•’*<’»*
4,015 pupils, and the latter state with married. June 13. 1891, Mrs. Georgia
and the freshness of a dream.'
78 teachers and 2,990 children in at- Street, who survives him.
Mr. GrinFell Pike has the venerable di-diction
dle
had
been
a life-long resident of
tendance at kindergartens In smaller
of being among the most ancient
this place, a highly-respected citizen,
towns. California has 57 kindergarten
mountains of Europe, on' ! -ianclng
a kind husband and father, and will
tochers and 2,037 pupils in cities unthe Alps In poiut of years.
be sadly missed.
der 2.500 population; Iowa, 59 teachHe leaves, besides his widow, two
ers and
1,750 children; New Jersey. sons and a
daughter—Carl W., HarShifting Misery.
49 teachers and 1,912 pupils; and Nevard and Miss B. Ruth Grindle, a
ness
C. Winslow, a Terre Han
braska. 02 teachers and 1.746 children. step-daughter, Mrs. Emerson Law of
home
man, recently went hack to ;
The Nebraska figures indicate a spe- New York, and one sister, Mrs. E. C.
town for a visit While (tier tie met
cial effort to reach the smaller towns Long of this place.
the
n
an elderly vtllnge character
The funeral was held at the home
with kindergarten facilities.
1 comStreet. The man was bent
Wednesday afternoon. Rev Rov M
l>e’
Trafton of Bluehill officiating.
plaining. “Why/ hqw BT? -v'
Mexican Kiddies "Shoot High*
n
March 27.
gnn Mr. Winslow, genially.
Geometry, zoology, meteorology and
po®r'
“Not very well, fact I’m pro
hotnn.v are taught as early as the first
Trenton.
I have
Iv,” whined the man, “You
grade In the schools of the state of
Mrs. Hayden Bunker fell last week
ind he
the most terrible misery here
Chihuahua, Mexico. The study of these and sprained her arm.
Indicated
his
stomach.
Howe R. Romer, who has
sciences is simplified in the
employearly
"But I thought It was in yftttr net*
Stages, but there is little attempt to ment at the Thorsen farm, Hancock,
when 1 was home last,” Mr Winsiow
was called home
by the death of his
“sugar coat" the hard facts.
uncle, Henry Gilbert.
commented.
A visitor to a second grade classroom
Frank Spratt died
“Yes, It was there then," the man
very
suddenly
fecently found the pupils—none more Saturday evening.
He started to go
agreed, “hut you see since then I -"'althan eight years old—glihly
discussing to one of his neighbor’s, and fell. He
lowed that misery and It's been la my
rhombusses, rhomboids, trapezoids ami was helped Into the house, and lived
stomach ever since.”
but
a
few moments,
parallelograms. Whenever their teachMr. Spratt was
er asked a question a
tbe
of Nickerson,
thicket of little,
&
Spiatt
Boom In Lobsters,
Greeley of Bar Harbor. He
waving arms went upward.
had owned the Stafford
farm for the
When the history period was called,
Very extensive lobster catches ate
past six years, and had made
this
reported off the eastern coast >f Canconsiderable emphasis was placed on ni8
Home.
ada. Recently the boats were taking
the earious kings that ruled the TolIn the death of
Henry Gilbert, a these (aster than the factories could
tecs, the aboriginal inhabitants of this valued citizen and
life-long resident puck them. The catch was divided
part of Mexico. The children handled baa
Mr- Gilbert bad been
over the various canning factories. On*
the ancient Indian proper names with failing health a long time.
Funeral
services were held at the
boat, belonging to a well-known tie*1*
surprising ease.
home Sattook as many as 4,400 fish. A resident
The °dd Fellows
~‘?rbor bad eharge of the ser- of Escumlnac reports that he put
Trench Academy in Quandary.
beautiful flowers 9.000 live lobsters, which be was unWhat the French academy Is to deshowed the high esteem in which he
able to pack at the time, Into a beat
cide in connection with the national dU
P Bympathy 18 felt for
which he had transformed Into a cage,
the family.
rectory concerning the Introduction of
and sunk It In order to keep the
March 29.
current slang terms created
w
by and
alive until such time as he could us*
•o
during the war is disturbing the peace
them.
Cranberry Isles.
of Its honorable members. Should such
DanielK. Stanley, one of our oldwords as "poilu" be recognized?
OpinresPected citizens, died
Chinese Trade.
a?o?0st
ion varies. Is "boehe" to be academic?
after a brlef lllaoss, aged
The Foochow breach of the Ameri“Poilu,” literally “hairy one,” is genDeatb was due to
can Association of China was recently
erally considered not to be a worthy old age. Mr. Stanley leaves a widow,
formed. The new organisation will
wo daughters, Mrs.
synonym for the heroic French solRose Wedge of
care for American commercial
8
largely
and
dier. In regard to “boehe,” M. Brieux
Mrs.
Frank Spurling
pl“P®
Harbor' and one son. Interests, which are rapidly expandwrites:
"In the next edition of the
Smith Stanley
ing In the Foochow consular district,
The
dictionary of the academy our suc- funeral was held of Islesford.
and will take the place of an Ameriat the home Friday
cessors will decidedly be
obliged to In- afternoon, Rev. A. P. MacDonald
can chamber of commerce, the numoffiscribe the word ‘boehe’ as a term of ciating.
ber of local Americana being too small
contempt earned by the Germans durMarch 29.
g
to support a chamber of commerce.
the last war.”
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